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The latest quarterly ONS figures released at the end of August 2012 show that new orders for

construction remained at a depressed level in the second quarter of 2012, despite having risen 1.5%

in the first half of 2012 compared to the same period one year earlier.  New orders remain 40% lower

than the pre-recession peak. 

The New Orders data reflects the overall trend reflected in ONS data on GDP, showing as reduction

of construction sector output by 3.9% in 2012 Q2.

Commenting on the new orders data, Noble Francis, Economics Director at the Construction

Products Association said: ‘The adverse effects of the public sector cuts are clearly highlighted in

these ONS figures. New orders for public housing in the first half of the year were 24% lower than a

year earlier and orders for public non-housing, which covers education and health, were 19% lower

than a year earlier. 

‘The picture is brighter for infrastructure, where new orders in the first half of the year were 47%

higher than a year earlier and this will feed through over the next few years through large projects

such as Crossrail and Thameslink.  However, this is not enough to offset the fall in orders in the

public sector.  In the private sector, new orders for commercial construction rose 1% in the first half

of the year, which points towards a subsequent rise in output in 12-18 months’ time, given the long

lead time in the commercial sector. 

‘Despite numerous announcements and initiatives from government over the past 12 months, the

private sector recovery remains sluggish, as public sector investment falls sharply.  The economic

recovery will only return when investment is made, therefore government must decide its priority

between its current and capital spending whilst at the same time provide a robust model to attract

private finance.’

Steve McGuckin, UK managing director of programme management consultancy, Turner &

Townsend, commented:  "Private housing orders are up a touch but have only returned to last year's

levels. The government is hoping that by easing planning restrictions it can inject extra life to the

sector, but the real reason it is so sluggish is affordability and the lack of mortgages.

"There's no hiding that across most of the private sector, orders are down - and this is placing huge

pressure on the construction industry. The pressure is causing a split between the limited number of

big players who have a strong balance sheet and the capability to deliver the big projects, and the

small and medium-sized firms who are being squeezed to breaking point by ever-greater

competition.

"The increase in new orders has to be welcome, but the fact that the growth is primarily coming

from the public sector means it may not last."

Construction New Orders Remain Depressed

Trust Inns has appointed Altius Vendor

Assessment to manage contractor

assessment across its national estate of pubs.

Lyn Perry, Estates Director for Trust Inns,

said: "Since Altius has a number of clients in

the licensed trade, many of our contractors

are already Altius Assured, and for those who

aren't, there's an opportunity for them to win

new work from within the Altius network. "

The Altius online supplier accreditation and

management system checks supplier

competencies – from health and safety

compliance through to financial health,

environmental performance, customer service

and corporate social responsibility.

Assessment can be tailored to the specific

tasks contractors will perform and new

criteria can be added to reflect new

regulations, or requirements.  

The Altius Vendor Assessment service is free

to clients and main contractors seeking

verified suppliers, and there's a small annual

fee for vendors. 

Altius manages contractor assessment for

companies such as:  Airbus; Morrison's;

Selfridges,; General Healthcare Group; SGP

Property and Facilities Management;  Punch

Taverns; Wolseley; Arcadia Group and

Superdrug.  

For further information contact Altius Vendor

Assessment on 08445 616515,

enquiries@altiusva.com, www.altiusva.com.

Contractor Opportunities 
with Altius Appointment 
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This year’s IFD event is being held in Lucerne, Switzerland from 14th to 16th November

with the UK striving to defend its Gold and Silver medals won at the previous competition

in Belfast 2010. Competing in teams of two made up from previous SkillBuild winners, the

UK will compete in both the Pitched (Slating and Tiling) and the Waterproofing (Flat

Roofing) disciplines. IFD is the International Federation for the Roofing Trade.

The competition will see the Pitched roofers faced with a complex ‘Swiss’ Valley in Clay

Biber tiles and an unusual cladding system (with a single-ply under-roof) incorporating solar

panels; whilst the Waterproofing team will need to tackle a very tricky Single Ply and a

Reinforced Bitumen Torch-On specification. 

For the first time ever, the teams and mentors have been able to train in the host country

and this has enabled them to use all of the correct materials and to learn how to apply them

to the Swiss specification. We have strong teams who are well supported by their employers,

excellent mentors, and the training has gone well - so Team GB are better prepared for IFD

this year, than ever before for an overseas competition.

The goal of winning a medal is not easy, but this year’s teams look strong. They are Sam

Hall and Tom Peck for waterproofing, and Matt Timby and Stephen Harkin for pitched.

Joining them will be experienced mentors Gary Walpole and Bob Coutts, who will leave

prepare the teams thoroughly. The competitors’ employers deserve special recognition for

their fantastic support: Russell Trew Ltd, Capital Roofing Co. Ltd, D Harkin & Co and Timby

Traditional Roofing.

For more information about the event please contact Tanya Coutts at tanyacoutts@nfrc.co.uk.

IFD World Championships for Young Roofers 2012

For three months starting 1 September 2012, anyone

who buys, uses or has responsibility for supervising

the use of ladders, can take advantage of this year’s

Ladder Exchange - the annual campaign that enables

‘dodgy’ ladders to be replaced for brand new ones, at a

discounted price, at any one of the Ladder Exchange’s

official partners. Please see www.ladderexchange.org.uk

Now run and managed by the Ladder Association who

plan to grow and develop the campaign in future years,

the Ladder Exchange has already removed over 10,000

broken, bent and damaged ladders from the workplace,

with the message: Don’t let a dodgy ladder shatter

your life.

“Right now is the ideal time for firms to be checking

their ladder stocks,” says Cameron Clow, Chairman of

the Ladder Association. 

“The Ladder Exchange provides the perfect incentive

to remove dodgy ladders from service and replace them

with safe, brand new ones at a discounted price.

“Falls from height remain the most common cause of

death and injury in the workplace, so this campaign

has a particularly important role to play in helping to

reduce these consistently worrying statistics.”

It is important to maintain ladders and stepladders in

good working order by carrying out pre-use checks,

detailed inspections and routine maintenance. 

Pre-use checks are intended to quickly establish

whether a ladder is safe to use there and then. 

Detailed inspections, as required by the Work at

Height Regulations, are more in-depth and need to be

carried out by a competent person.

Don’t Let a Dodgy Ladder
Shatter Your Life

Matthew Timby (left) and Stephen Harkin (right) training for the 2012 IDF World Championships for

Young Roofers in Swizterland.
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The Easy MCS & Easy Green Deal training academy was officially launched in

the glorious sunshine on the bankside of the River Dee. Steve Morgan OBE,

founder of the Morgan Foundation, CEO of Redrow Homes and owner of

Wolverhampton Wanderers F.C. performed the opening with an audience of

industry leaders from government to certification bodies and prospective

installers.

Based in North Wales, Easy MCS Ltd have been helping installers since 2009 in

achieving MCS Accreditation and entering the renewable sector, winning the

Morgan Foundation Award for Best New Business in 2011.

In mid-2011 Easy MCS branched into renewable training to assist their

customers in sourcing certified training that would be applicable to their journey

through MCS Certification. The Easy MCS Academy, based in Flintshire, offers

candidates ‘real life’ training in solar PV, solar thermal and ground and air source

heat pumps.

With the Green Deal starting in October 2012, Easy MCS launched sister

company Easy Green Deal to offer similar support services for those who wish to

become Domestic Energy Assessors and Green Deal Advisors. Green Deal

advisors will be the cornerstone of the Green Deal, performing the property

assessments required to ensure the right energy efficiency measures are installed. 

Easy Training Academy Opening

MAC Awards Celebrates
Industry’s Best
Over 100 key players from the mastic asphalt industry gathered

at the Royal Horseguards Hotel in London to recognise and

celebrate the year’s top projects, contractors and achievements

as part of the annual MAC Awards.

At one of the waterproofing industry’s most prestigious events,

the Mastic Asphalt Council (MAC) – with support from sponsors

SIG Roofing Supplies – met to honour its top professionals. 

And the Winners are....

From a field of outstanding entries, Southern Counties Roofing

Contractors Ltd, Rio Asphalt & Paving Co. Ltd and Briggs

Amasco Ltd scooped the three main awards. Bell Asphalt

Company’s Keith Collins was also presented with a Research

and Development Award.

Southern Counties Roofing Contractors Ltd was Contractor of the

Year recognised for waterproofing the public walkways and

private balconies at the Woodberry Downs Estate regeneration

scheme. 

Lifting the Challenge Cup was Briggs Amasco Ltd for a high

quality waterproofing application at the regeneration of Stanhope

Street in Newcastle with three phases of the project completed

and the fourth and final phase set for completion in 2013. 

Rio Asphalt & Paving Co picked up the Green Award for an

outstanding contribution to the sustainable redevelopment of

Hawbush Primary School, West Midlands, helping the project

achieve a BREEAM ‘excellent’ rating.

Special congratulations were given to Keith Collins of Bell

Asphalt Company who received the Research and Development

Award.

MAC presented two of this year’s qualifying trainees with a

personal cheque for £1,000 in recognition of high standards of

workmanship.

The National Federation of Builders (NFB) is to hold its annual conference for

principal contractors on Tuesday 23 October 2012 in association with CITB-

ConstructionSkills.  

The PCG is made up of the largest contractor members of the NFB, with a

combined turnover of £2.7 billion. This year’s conference is called ‘UK

Construction: The Road to Recovery’ and speakers include Francis Maude MP,

Minister for the Cabinet Office, and the Government’s Chief Construction

Adviser, Paul Morrell.  Other speakers include Philip White, HSE’s Chief

Construction Inspector and Mark Farrar, head of CITB-ConstructionSkills.

Julia Evans, Chief Executive of the NFB said: “This conference is a great

opportunity for large and small construction businesses to network and meet

valuable contacts, whilst enjoying the busy and thought-provoking agenda”.  

NFB’s Road to Recovery Conference

Contractor of the Year Award: Southern Counties

Roofing Contractors Ltd 

MAC Chairman Dave Maginnis and Roger Lowe

Challenge Cup Award: Briggs Amasco Ltd. 

MAC Chairman Dave Maginnis and Shaun

Nicholson, Branch Manager

Green Award: Rio Asphalt & Paving Co. 

Ian Deacon, Managing Director and John Godwin,

Contracts Manager

Research and Development Award: Bell Asphalt Co.

MAC Chairman Dave Maginnis and Keith Collins,

Managing Director
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The flame may have left the UK, but the UK

roofing industry is keeping the Olympic spirit

alive by once again joining forces as the

Roofing Racers to complete the gruelling

London Triathlon – raising much-needed

funds for MacMIllan Cancer Support and the

Great Ormond Street Hospital Charity.

With the aim of raising £100,000, beating last

year’s total by some £20,000, more than 150

competitors from across the roofing industry

will take part in the Virgin Active London

Triathlon 2012 on the 22nd and 23rd

September. 

The Roofing Racers feature a team of five

roofer-athletes from BriggsAmasco who will

be completing the 750m swim in the River

Thames’ Royal Victoria Dock, 20km cycle

and 5km sprint finish.

“This is the sixth year in a row that we have

put forward a team,” said Dave Maginnis,

Managing Director of BriggsAmasco, “and I

am thrilled to be competing in the 5km run

as part of the relay team. These events

The ‘Roofing Racers’
Swim, Run and Ride
Again!

L to R Avonside Roofing Racers Ken Houston (swimming), Tony Burke (cycling) and Keith Kershaw (running).

always help to raise vital funds for extremely worthwhile causes and so we are delighted to continue

to help in any way we can.”

Avonside Group Services will also be completing the Triathlon. The Avonside team features Roofing

Today’s very own columnist, Tony Burke - Group Managing Director, Keith Kershaw and Ken Houston. 

“In 2010 we came first in the London event and we set out with the intention of defending that

position and raising much needed funds for charity,” says Tony.  “Last year, we and other Roofing

Racers from across the industry raised over £80,000 for Macmillan Nurses and Great Ormond Street

Hospital.  This year we have been busily looking for more competitors from the roofing fraternity to

come forward and take part.”

Avonside’s supply chain partner, SIG Roofing, has been the driving force behind the Roofing Racers

since they first competed in 2006.  Twenty five triathletes competed that year with all funds raised

going to Macmillan Nurses.  Russell Pagan of SIG was one of the key organisers but, when his son

Christopher fell severely ill and received emergency life-saving treatment from Great Ormond Street

Hospital, he asked if the Hospital could be one of the two beneficiaries.  

Anyone interested in being a Roofing Racer can email info@roofingracers.co.uk although it maybe a

little late for this year but nothing wrong with being early for next!  

Those not looking to compete but interested in supporting the efforts of the Roofing Racers should visit

the just giving site and make their kind donations at www.justgiving.com/Tony-Burke0 or 

virginmoneygiving.com/team/roofingracers2012.Dave Maginnis, MD of Briggs Amasco

New Rules of Measurement for Contracts

The RICS New Rules of Measurement - Detailed

Measurement for Building Works ('NRM2') have

been published and JCT has issued an update

with amendments for JCT main contracts and

sub-contracts.

The amendments for the main contracts apply to

the Standard Building Contract (all versions -

SBC/Q, SBC/AQ, SBC/XQ) and the Intermediate

Building Contract (both versions - IC and ICD).

Amendments are also set out for the

Construction Management Trade Contract,

where different measurement rules may apply.

The amendments for sub-contracts apply to the

Standard Building Sub-Contract (both versions -

SBCSub/D/C and SBCSub/C), the Design and

Build Sub-Contract (DBSub/C), the Intermediate

Sub-Contract (both versions - ICSub/D/C and

ICSub/C), the Intermediate Named Sub-Contract

(ICSub/NAM/C), and the Management Works

Contract (MCWC/C). 

The NRM2 have been published with a view to

replacing the Standard Method of Measurement

for Building Works (‘SMM7’) from 1 January

2013. NRM2 should be used instead of SMM7 for

all relevant JCT contracts and sub-contracts

entered into on or after that date, but if users

wish to use NRM2 instead of SMM7 for

contracts or sub-contracts entered into before

that date, they may of course do so.

Download the JCT New Rules of Measurement

Update (August 2012) at the JCT website by

visiting www.jctltd.co.uk/new-rules-

measurement.aspx.
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The holiday season is now fading into a memory.  Entire parts of Britain used to

close for two weeks when it was an industrial powerhouse and the Burke household

turns nostalgic when looking at photos of holidays from yesteryear. A favourite

feature of these holidays was the Punch and Judy show.  Mr Punch celebrated his

350th birthday recently. The show has changed over the years. The hangman from

Victorian versions has disappeared and one puppeteer - or ‘professor’ as

practitioners are known - has a production starring a baby called Little Asbo and a

new character - Mr Bonus the Banker.  He probably suffers at the hands of Mr Punch

and no doubt the audience cheers!

Stories that I have heard from the construction sector suggest that a character based

on customers who pay their bills late could also prove popular. Too many

contractors devote hours of notionally productive time, pursuing customers for

payment of outstanding invoices. It’s outrageous that a customer can so easily

withhold payment beyond, typically, an agreed 30 days, despite a specialist

contractor’s successful delivery of expertise and materials.  

There are good main contractors (clients) out there who have realised that they need

expert, reliable sub-contractors to deliver the projects they have won. These

contractors work with the specialist ‘subbies’ to improve the speed and timing of

payments, keeping to the agreed payment terms.

Avonside Roofing, as an example, has contractors who pay fortnightly instead of

monthly or who agree specific credit terms i.e. a certain agreed number of days and

ensure payment is made on that date without fail. Such an

approach not only helps a specialist contractor’s cash flow, it

allows more flexibility in delivering on site and, in some cases,

has improved the main contractor’s margins.

The other side of the coin remains.  Some main contractors have

self imposed payment holidays twice a year, normally coinciding

with their half year and full year accounts.  Others close their

month-end before the true end of the month, making it difficult

for the specialists to invoice for works completed in that month

and achieve self-imposed cut off dates.

The extreme, regrettably, are those contractors who withhold

payments for no apparent reason, fobbing off the supplier with

cliché excuses like “I didn’t receive the invoice, can you send

another copy?” or “the cheque’s been raised, we’re just waiting

for a director to sign it and he or she isn’t in the office”. 

This ‘strategy’ has the potential to seriously impact upon a sub-

contractor’s cash flow. Times are tough enough and such

underhand behaviour makes it even harder for good, well-run

specialist contractors to manage their businesses while

delivering the quality of service and workmanship demanded on

site by their main contractor customers.

Last year I looked at this topic and Suzannah Nichol MBE, Chief

Executive of the National Specialist Contractors’ Council (NSCC),

offered her thoughts, including a telling point: “Why would a

contractor withhold money from a Specialist Contractor with

which it has previously successfully worked and thus risk

damage to the relationship?”

It’s difficult to come up with an answer that reflects well on

those who withhold payments from their supply chain.  The

NSCC launched the Fair Payment Campaign with the

overarching aim of improving payment practices in construction.

The campaign celebrates its fifth anniversary this September.  

Successes to date - achieving changes to the Construction Act,

establishing payment within 30 days as the best practice

standard for our industry and securing the commitment of all

NSCC member organisations to eliminate retentions – are

transforming the business environment for specialist contractors.

Payment within 30 days has been a requirement of central

government contracts since December 2010. According to the

most recent NSCC State of Trade Survey, 44% of specialist

contractors on public sector works received payment within that

timeframe - a significant increase on last year and clearly a move

in the right direction.  

Specialist Contractors still suffer from retentions, with £90,767

being the average amount withheld.  Another stark statistic was

that 21% of outstanding retentions are written off by specialist

Say no to late payments and retentions

that’s the way to do it
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contractors as bad debts. Changing custom and practice is

never easy but NSCC has introduced the straightforward ‘M-

O-N-E-Y’ principle - visit www.no-retention.co.uk - helping

specialist contractors to negotiate contracts without cash

retention.

Most specialist contractors simply don’t have full time credit

departments to chase debts. It often falls upon the senior

partner or owner who is conflicted between complaining

about late payment or instigating legal action and damaging

the client relationship going forward.  

Specialist contractors may help their cause by meeting the

correct invoicing deadlines, being accurate and providing

detail.  It’s not unusual for specialists to be asked for “extras”

and they should seek verification or purchase order numbers

or risk additional disagreement, late or no payment for the

“extras” that can soon add up.

All this assumes, of course, that the specialist contractor has been able to fund labour

and materials up to the point of chasing late, outstanding invoices. Some struggle to get

that far and may be faced with initiating the ultimate sanction – withdrawal of labour -

the construction industry equivalent of Armageddon.  

Suzannah Nichol commented recently that “the construction sector will have a direct

impact on the recovery of the UK economy, with every pound invested shown to deliver

a return of £2.84”.  Therefore, it is in everyone’s interests that we don’t arrive at

Armageddon.

Fair payment practices should exist throughout the supply chain. The dedicated Fair

Payment Campaign website www.fairpaymentcampaign.co.uk provides useful tools,

guidance and support to help timely payment.  

We all know how we should behave towards customers and suppliers.  Main contractors

ought to appoint specialist contractors who demonstrate they can deliver relevant

expertise, quality and a commitment to health and safety and training at a competitive,

sensible price.  Specialist contractors for their part should clearly lay out their stalls and

complete documentation accurately and on time. There would be no room for confusion

and/or disappointment and disagreement and every part of the supply chain would

receive punctual payment.  

If we can reach that position hopefully the construction sector may contribute to the

recovery of UK plc, not only creating a high quality built environment but also

stimulating demand for more projects. That would really be the way to do it, leaving

everyone with smiles on their faces, rather like on those holiday snaps.  

Say no to late payments and retentions

Enquiry 34
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Swifts are largely airborne birds. They eat, drink, mate, and

sleep on the wing and spend the first two to three years

of their lives in flight. However, every year in May the

UK's swift population completes its 14,000 mile

journey from South Africa in order to breed. During the

breeding season, from May to August, the swifts nest in

the various nooks and holes offered by our buildings.

Popular nesting sites include: inside the eaves and

gables of roofs, on roof timbers or felt where loose tiles

have allowed access, under loose or missing flashings on

chimneys and skylights, and in gaps in brickwork where

the pointing has washed away. 

However, over the past century our building techniques

have developed in such a way that ventilation features,

such as open eaves, are no longer necessary, meaning that

the majority of houses built in the last 60 years are

completely swift proof. A lot of traditional nesting sites in

historic buildings, factories, warehouses, and churches, are also

declining in numbers as these types of structures are increasingly

being demolished or renovated.

Nevertheless, there are simple steps that can be followed to ensure

that swifts are protected for future generations to enjoy. 

Repairing or re-roofing existing buildings

When carrying out repair work to an existing roof, or re-roofing a

building, the first step should always be to check for nesting sites.

Swifts may also nest in gaps in the walls of a building, so it is

important to check here as well. If swift nests are present and it is

between May and August then any work on the roof should be

postponed. Indeed, it is a little known fact that swifts are protected

under UK and EU law, which means that it is an offence to interfere

with swifts, their chicks, eggs, or nests. 

If work is being done outside of the swift breeding season, then any

work should leave nesting sites undisturbed and preserve existing

access holes. Where swifts are nesting in holes in the pointing it is

Roofing & Swift Conservation 
You don’t have to be a bird watcher to stop and enjoy the glorious sight of a swift in flight as they gracefully
swoop through a cloudless sky, to appreciate the swift’s distinctive cries so evocative of our English summers, or
to imagine the ecological consequences if these beautiful and inspiring birds were to disappear.

best to simply leave the holes. If rain is an issue then a tile

can be fitted above the hole to form a protective ledge. With

eave nests, the best option is to leave the eaves open or cut

access holes into soffits or facing boards. If this is not possible,

another option is to install a plywood partition inside the loft. This

encloses the swift nesting site, whilst still allowing for a usable loft

space. 

Where swifts are nesting behind flashings or ridge-end tiles these can be

offset or lengthened in order to allow the swifts to re-gain

access without affecting the weatherproofing

of the building. If swifts are nesting under

tiles then there are two possible options. The gap where the

swifts are accessing the roof can be retained by

inserting cement and pieces of tiles under the

new tile. Make sure a gap of at least 30mm is left

to allow the swifts access. Alternatively, ridged

tiles are available that provide swifts with an

access tunnel to a hole in the under tiles. 

In all cases it is crucial to make sure that new access holes are placed in the

exact same position as old ones, otherwise the swifts may reject the nesting

site. 

Encouraging swifts in new builds

If you are working on a new build and wish to encourage swifts to nest in the

area then there are a number of nest boxes available. Internal nest boxes are the

best option. They fit with UK brick sizes and so can be built in to the structure

of the building. They are much more durable than external boxes and therefore

provide swifts with a secure and reliable nesting site. However, if this is not an

option, a number of external boxes, which can be fitted to the outside of the

building, are also available. 

All nest boxes should be fitted at least 5 metres from the ground, with a clear

access route, as swifts do not stop when entering their nests. They should also

be fitted away from any place where other animals could potentially access the

nest. Once fitted they should be checked for any signs of damage and replaced

as needed. However, swifts are very clean birds and minimal maintenance is

required by the building owner.  

Help is also at hand from Swift Conservation, a not-for-profit advice service set

up in 2008 by Edward Mayer after he became aware of the decline in London's

swift population. Swift Conservation aims to boost the bird's numbers in the UK

and across Europe by raising awareness of their falling numbers. They also offer

help and advice to all building professionals wanting to preserve or encourage

nesting swifts, and in some cases are able to make on-site visits. 

A swift in flight. Such sights
may become less common in
the UK if we don’t act now to
preserve their nesting sites. ©
David Moreton

Since 1990 the number of swifts nesting in the south-east of England is

thought to have fallen by more than half. What is the cause of this

dramatic drop in numbers? Well, modern roofing practices may have an

important role to play. Although swifts originally nested in more

conventional sites such as caves, trees, or cliffs, they are

opportunistic birds that have long taken advantage of the ready-

made nesting sites offered by the roofs in our buildings. 
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An example of an external nesting box on a cricket pavilion in Chiswick. © Edward Mayer

Illustration of an internal nest box, which can be built in to the structure of the building.

© Dick Newell

Mayer believes that the roofing industry is crucial to the preservation of swifts:

"The roofing industry has a great contribution to make in preserving the UK's

natural heritage. Many attractive and beneficial insect-eating birds and bats

live in our roofs, in eaves and under tiles. By taking care not to disturb them

when working, and by maintaining their nest places and creating new ones

for them, the roofing industry can play its part in keeping the UK's wildlife

with us for all our futures." 

It would be a huge loss to the UK if our swift population continued to decline.

However, now that this issue is increasingly being brought to the attention of

people in the roofing industry, the future for swifts in the UK is looking

brighter. More and more new nesting sites are being created, as well as old

ones being preserved. It is simple and cheap to do and could offer a life line to

these beautiful birds. When swifts are not in their nests they fill our summer

skies with impressive aerial displays, add to the richness of local wildlife, and

contribute to our quality of life. They are only with us for a few months of the

year - let's make them thrive!

Naomi Racz is a nature writer based in Manchester. She recently completed an MA in
Writing, Nature and Place at the University of Exeter and is currently carrying out
research for a book about urban nature. 

For more information about the range of nest boxes available, and for advice on
preserving swift nesting sites visit www.swift-conservation.org.
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of the roof covering will avoid many situations where small cut tiles

are needed. Using double, tile-and-a half and half tiles, where they are

available, will also reduce the use of small cut tiles.

When using interlocking concrete tiles, careful consideration is

required in detailing the verge. Currently, Chapter 7.2 prohibits the use

of cut tiles in this location; however, we appreciate that interlocking

tiles are often cut to form the verge and, providing that the cut section

is suitably fixed and large enough to avoid wind uplift, there will

generally be no adverse effect on performance.

To support the revised guidance aimed at avoiding the use of small

sections of cut tiles, which are notoriously difficult to fix, the 2013

edition of the NHBC Standards Chapter 7.2 will include the following

guidelines.

At verges:

n cut plain tiles are not acceptable and purpose made plain tile-

and-a-half should be used

n small sections (less than a half tile width) of cut single-lapped 

interlocking tiles should not be used

n natural slate verges should be formed with full slates and either 

slate-and-a-half or half slates that are a minimum 150mm wide

n all tiles and slates should be mechanically fixed at the verge in 

accordance with Appendix 7.2-A.

Slates

NHBC Standards Chapter 7.2 Appendix F sets out the characteristics

that natural roofing slates should achieve when tested in accordance

with BS EN 12326 ‘Slate and stone products for discontinuous roofing

and cladding’. BS EN 12326-1 covers natural slates from rocks which

have undergone a change in physical structure due to pressure and

heat during their formation, i.e. metamorphism. BS EN 12326 does

not cover products from sedimentary rocks, which have not

undergone metamorphism, as these are not suitable when used as

natural slates. 

NHBC has become aware of certain slates, including from Brazil,

that are not of the same quality as those which meet the

requirements of BS EN 12326-1. There has been much debate within

the European slate committee as to whether the characteristics of

these ‘slates’ can be classified as meeting BS EN 12326. Work is

continuing within the committee to resolve this issue but it is not

yet complete. Some products from Brazil are being marketed that

appear to fall outside of the scope of BS EN 12326. Currently, there

appears to be no alternative test that would provide confidence in

the likely performance of such products, and these are therefore not

accepted by NHBC.

Looking ahead

NHBC will continue to monitor how the revised changes to Chapter

7.2 affect the number of pitched roof claims against Buildmark

warranties in the UK and identify how the industry deals with the

problem areas highlighted in this article. 

To discuss NHBC requirements in relation to any aspect of Chapter
7.2, please contact the NHBC Technical Helpline on 01908 747384, or
email technical@nhbc.co.uk.
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The revised NHBC Standards Chapter 7.2 ‘Pitched roofs’ was introduced on 1

January 2012, and initial feedback suggests that the changes to the guidance have

been well received by both the roofing industry and NHBC registered builders.

Together with initiatives such as NHBC’s free training seminars and a change in

the inspection regime, there is now a more widespread appreciation of the

importance of correct detailing of this critical part of the building envelope.

Most of the changes made to the guidance are in line with current good site

practice and follow a practical, problem-solving thought process. However, the

reasoning behind some of the changes may not be so

obvious and some parts of the new guidance may

introduce additional technical challenges. With the

revised guidance now in extensive use across the

industry in the UK, now is a good opportunity to

address these issues.

Tile battens

Previous editions of Chapter 7.2 have contained

guidance asking for timber roof battens to be in

accordance with BS 5534 ‘Code of practice for slating

and tiling’. To comply with this British Standard,

battens should be fully graded to take into account

permissible tolerances for knot size, wane, fissures

and splits, slope of grain, rate of growth and

distortion. The British Standard also asks for each

batten to be marked with the name of the supplier,

origin of the timber, BS 5534 and the size of the

battens. Realising the difficulties involved with on-

site grading and the importance of using the correct

material for the job, the revised Chapter 7.2 now

highlights the requirement for marking. 

Battens marked in accordance with BS 5534 offer

reassurance that they have been correctly graded and

are compliant with the British Standard; they should

therefore provide suitable durability and performance,

not only for securely fixing and supporting the

finished roof covering, but also for when the battens

are being used as a foothold. The importance of

reliable battens in this situation is recognised in the

HSE guide ‘Health and Safety in roof work’.

Small cut tiles

One of the aims of the revised guidance is to

discourage the use of small sections of cut tile, as

these are difficult to fix and can be vulnerable to

slipping or being dislodged by wind. Although the

difficulty in completely avoiding small sections of tile

is appreciated, particularly at abutments and valleys,

there are a number of measures that designers,

builders and roofers can take to ensure that the

complete roof covering is secure. Careful setting out

Following a significant number of failures in roof coverings, accounting for almost two-thirds of all claims against NHBC warranties, the

NHBC issued revised Standards to for roofing works on NHBC registered sites at the beginning of 2012, in the hope that it would

contribute to an eventual reduction in the number of pitched roof claims. NHBC tell Roofing Today how the Guidance was received

and whether it’s been successful.

New NHBC Guidance for Roofing

t
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The future of the UK solar industry is seen by many as an uncertain one.
We are in a position where numbers of solar PV installations are falling by
the day, there is growing uncertainty about what the Green Deal will bring
and further scepticism over the impact of programmes such as Zero Carbon
Housing. Bill Rumble, Chief Commercial Officer at Mark Group, the Energy
Saving Experts, examines the facts and comments on what the future may
hold.

“The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) is currently working to a

degression policy for the Feed in Tariff, whereby rates are determined according to levels

of uptake. This may make sense to the policy makers and others who are closely entwined

in the industry, but to Mr and Mrs Customer, and indeed their chosen solar installer, it’s

all pretty confusing. Putting forward a scenario with a calculation should make it a little

easier to understand the status quo: 

“So the level of return through the Feed in Tariff is actually still good making solar PV a

worthy investment. However in mid-August, in response to new cuts announced, the

number of solar PV installations dropped to an historical low [less than 2,000 installations

per week equating to early FiT, 2010 levels. See DECC stats]. Added to this, the picture for

future installations is not particularly rosy with further reductions in rates occuring every

three months until May next year and the tariff lifetime reducing from 25 to 20 years. It

must be remembered however that while rates are dropping, so too are prices for PV

systems helping to bump up return on investment predictions – but unfortunately for the

industry, that’s not the story that makes the headlines. 

Green Deal Lining?

“And while headlines surrounding the solar PV market continue to be filled with black

clouds, we ask ourselves if the arrival of the Green Deal will bring with it a silver lining?

Well at this stage, it’s a little hard to say but at

Mark Group we see Green Deal as an extremely

positive step forward not only for UK solar, but for

the wider energy saving industry. Yes, Feed in

Tariff rates will degress further but this must be put

into perspective with the whole package that Green

Deal will bring. 

“Up until now the industry has had a fairly

disjointed approach to encouraging energy

efficiency amongst domestic homeowners:

insulation is installed on one visit, then a solar PV

system might be considered, then a boiler is

upgraded. The industry hasn’t made it easy for

customers to make informed choices or even to be

aware of how taking a ‘whole home’ approach to

energy saving might be of benefit to them. 

Solar Fortunes

Typical ROI for domestic solar PV installation

Assumptions

n South facing roof with 30º pitch

n Average UK weather conditions

n Installation of a 2.16kW solar photovoltaic system

n System performance of 90% at year 10 and 85% at year 25

n Average annual output of 1,634 kWh

n Output in year 1 is 1,799 kWh

n Assumes FIT subsidy at 16.0p/kWh in year (increases in line with inflation

n FIT savings are 20 years and energy savings are 25 years

n Inflation assumed at 2% pa over the 25 years

n Household consumes 50% of the electricity generated with the remaining 50% exported

n Electricity supply cost is 10.086p/kWh and export price is 4.50p/kWh (increases in line with inflation)

n CO2 savings are based on a 0.568kg/kWh

n Total CO2 savings are 18,000 (20 years) and 21,400 (25 years)

n No discount applied for the time value of money

Summary of key financials Outgoing Incoming

Cost of installation £6199

Cumulative savings from reduced import £2,062

Cumulative income from export to grid £   901

Cumulative income from Feed in Tariff £6,404

Cumulative savings over 25 years £9,926
Total profit on  investment £6,199
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“    The Green Deal will address this and, I believe, do so in a very positive way.

The Feed in Tariff was introduced as an incentive to gain buy-in and build an

industry, and of course reduce carbon dioxide emissions; and so that is what the

homeowner has been educated to expect. There are other ways of boosting

confidence though and if it’s to be successful, the Green Deal needs to re-

educate the industry and its respective customer base. It needs to  help them

see the bigger picture for investing in energy efficiency measures, including

solar, and experience not only more money in their pockets over time, but also

the associated lifestyle changes that society is going to have to adopt if we are

to achieve our emissions reduction targets.

“The Zero Carbon Housing programme follows this ideal, mapping out the

planning requirements that will be put into force in 2016 for all new build

housing. However, we shouldn’t expect to see acres of new developments

brimming with clean, green housing overnight. Basic energy saving measures

are being installed across all new build projects today, inline with 2006 and

2010 building regulations, but that in itself tells a story. Housing developments

take time to come to fruition and the reality is that while regulations for zero

carbon housing may come into force in 2016, the timeline over which these

build programmes will take place, is likely to see us well into the 2020s. 

“At present there is little clarity for the UK housebuilding industry around how

energy saving measures should be achieved through their developments. For

example, if targets for CO2 reduction levels can be realised more cost effectively

through adapting construction processes and refining supply chains, rather than

incorporating technologies such as solar PV as standard on all new homes, it

doesn’t take a strong business brain to reach a conclusion. This presents a

challenge for policy makers and potentially a shift in practices for the

construction industry.

“Looking at this as a whole, the Feed in Tariff, the Green Deal and the Zero

Carbon Housing project all have one thing in common – they are trying to find a

t

solution to making the country more energy efficient and

energy aware, whilst making the economics stack up. This is

a heady mix and as we are finding, there is no one quick fix

solution to suit everyone. Change takes time and only

through education, listening to those who have the relevant

experience and appreciating what the industry could be

capable of sustaining, can the UK hope to achieve its goals.”

Mark Group is a leading international installer of energy saving
solutions. Founded on 1974 the company has made more than
two million homes more energy efficient and currently installs
measures into over 7,000 properties every week.
www.markgroup.co.uk
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Constructing a building involves many different specialists and a

multitude of installed systems that present a great challenge to

BIM. BIM is not a software product, instead it is a method of

working � collaborating, designing, managing, constructing

and operating. It means different things to different parts of the

construction supply chain, but overall it brings closer integration

that yields better buildings and greater efficiencies. The

Government know this and have mandated that all public funded

projects will adopt BIM to connect information from every

discipline together in a combined model that can be used during

construction and occupancy phases.  Early adopters of BIM are

the Ministry of Justice, with projects at HMP Cookham Wood

and HMP Chelmsford. At the time of writing it is reported that

use of BIM at HMP Cookham Wood has already saved time and

the outlook is very positive.

So what impact does BIM have on roofing? Well, flat and pitched

roofing construction typically requires input from several

specialist contractors, e.g. carpenters, slaters/tilers,

waterproofing applicators and plumbers. BIM provides

technology and processes to create an interactive model where

each member of the construction supply chain can contribute to

a fully integrated solution. This enables interface issues to be

addressed early in the process. Also, BIM tools can generate

quantities of materials making the tendering and estimating

process easier.

BIM is not new to some specialist contractors. Steelwork

contractors have been designing and fabricating from computer

models for years. This approach is now being applied to all

building elements and systems. There is a vast range of

components that can be applied to both flat and pitched roofing

constructions which require clear, interactive, concise and

technically accurate specifications and geometric models.  Tools

from NBS, such as NBS Create and the National BIM Library,

give access to a comprehensive range of generic and proprietary

roofing systems with dedicated specification clauses and details

for preparation, products and accessories, fixing/ application and

finishing. Where third party proprietary systems or products are

required, NBS provides cross system compatibility by importing

specification clauses and details that provide a seamless

presentation to the contractor. 

The National BIM library is an industry first � providing generic

BIM objects that can be used at early stages of design of flat and

pitched roof constructions. These objects are freely available to

use and come in a range of proprietary file formats for use with

software such as Autodesk Revit, Graphisoft ArchiCAD and

Nemetschek Vectorworks. Importantly, also included is the

buildingSMART ifc format which is platform independent. Designers use

these BIM objects at early stages to document design intent and, as the

project progresses, replace them with proprietary solutions. As a

manufacturer, whether you supply an entire roofing system or simply one

essential component, your business cannot afford to be out of the BIM

loop. 

Roofing systems in BIM are generally described as layered objects, i.e. a

sandwich comprising many fillings. Each layer represents a material

which has its own properties but contributes in BIM software to form a

complete roof. The scope of these properties can be broad, ranging from

material, thickness and manufacturer, to performance such as thermal

transmittance and load bearing capabilities. For public funded projects

the all important COBie properties should be included too. 

COBie is the acronym for Construction Operations Building Information

Exchange. Quite simply, COBie is the format for the information that

Government projects must adopt. Its aim is simple and its creation easy.

COBie will help the Government collect useful project information across

all projects in a single common format. This will allow analysis during a

building’s occupation phase of what works well and what doesn’t. This

can be compared across public funded buildings and the lessons learnt

can be fed into new projects. Tools such as NBS Create and the National

BIM Library make the reporting of COBie format data easy � at the click

of a button.

BIM can provide opportunities for roofing manufacturers and contractors

to engage with more of the construction process. BIM encourages more

decisions at early stages of the project and for manufacturers and

contractors to be part of this. Closer supply chain integration gives them

the chance to positively influence the design process by introducing

appropriate materials and technology at the right time.

Getting Into the BIM
Loop Ian Chapman discusses the BIM process and at what

stages manufacturers, specifiers and contractors can
access and influence the BIM loop.
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The roofing industry, more than most, is heavily regulated, e.g. health and

safety, Building Regulations and environmental legislation. Keeping abreast of

regulations and making routine updates and changes requires considerable effort.

BIM is all about the management of information and placing it at your fingertips

by incorporating links to relevant, current regulatory references and associated

guidance. Two key roofing reference documents were recently updated, namely:

n The NHBC Standards (January 2012) which now require additional ridge 

ventilation with vapour permeable underlays and additional mechanical 

fixings with mortar bedded ridge and hip caps. 

n BS 5250 (December 2011) which provides updated guidance on the 

provision of ventilation and air and vapour control layers in reducing the 

risk of condensation in roof structures. 

BIM can help us all manage the information that we generate and receive and to

make sure that every part of this information is put to good use.

Specifiers, manufacturers, and contractors deal with huge amounts of

information on a daily basis. To adopt BIM think about your specialist

information, assess how it is used within your own organisation and by external

parties, build upon it and make it available to others for their use. If you do this

then you’ll be part BIM. 

Ian is a Chartered Engineer and Head of Specification at NBS. He is experienced in
every aspect of content strategy, management, information modelling and delivery.
In his role as Head of Specification, he oversees the NBS Technical Team
responsible for the development and maintenance of all NBS content - a suite of
technical specifications spanning the architectural, structural, landscape and
services disciplines. Ian is also a Council of Management director at
buildingSMART UK Ltd.

Xtratherm Enriches SPRA Apprentice
Training Scheme

Seven apprentice roofers were taken on a tour of the
Xtratherm factory at Holmewood in Chesterfield on
Tuesday 31st July. This was part of the Single Ply Roofing
Association’s (SPRA) first ever specialist apprenticeship
programme in the UK. The course is hosted at East
Midlands Roofing College in Nottingham, and offers
generic training and certification in safety and access, plus
detailed modules in all aspects of single ply. Successful
completion of the two year programme results in an NVQ2
in applied waterproof membranes- single ply, level two.
This “enrichment” activity included a presentation, and a
factory tour to familiarise them with Xtratherm’s
innovative engineered insulation materials production
techniques. The apprentices are from local employers
Advanced Roofing, Briggs Amasco, Metclad Contracts and
J Wright Roofing. The apprentices went away with
certificates and photos of their day’s training.  Apprentices
Darran Eastap from J Wright Roofing said: “Staff at
Xtratherm were all very welcoming and incredibly
knowledgeable. The tour of the factory opened my eyes
about the manufacturing process, in particular the quality
assurance process.”  Xtratherm, as members of the SPRA
are keen to be involved in this training Pilot. Once
feedback from the scheme has been reviewed it is hoped
to roll it out across the UK. Enquiry 49
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The Royal Society for the

Prevention of Accidents in

Scotland has welcomed the

release of New homes in

Kirkcaldy, Fife, have been

completed with a full set of

RoSPA’s home safety

recommendations.

Tenants moving into the 32

new-build Fife Council

houses have discovered that

their homes incorporate all

the RoSPA “safer by design”

recommendations, which

seek to reduce injuries from

falls, poisoning (including

carbon monoxide poisoning),

burns, electrical accidents

and fire. The houses include:

l second handrail to

staircases

l height of stair risers

reduced

l secure cupboards for

storing

chemicals/medicines

l Staircase with provision

safety gate

l fireplace with fireguard 

Fife New Homes Safest in Britain?

HMRC have announced that from April 2013 there

will be a new way to report PAYE in real time (RTI).

Under the present PAYE system, employers tell

HMRC what deductions they have made from

employees’ pay at the end of the year.

Reporting PAYE in real time will ensure that

employees’ tax records are accurateavoiding PAYE

overpayments or underpayments at the end of every

tax year.

It will also provide accurate records on wages and

tax for the forthcoming Universal Credit, so eligible

employees will get the right amount of benefits or

tax credits every month.

PAYE itself will not change – just the way, and how

often, employers send PAYE details to HMRC.

Instead of sending all PAYE details to HMRC in one

go, at the end of the year, from April 2013 employers

will have to:

l send details every time a payment is made 

l use payroll software to send the details

electronically 

l send the details as part of your normal payroll

process.

HMRC sat that by getting rid of employer annual

returns and streamlining the starter and leaver

processes, RTI will remove admin burdens from

businesses of around £300m each year.

Most employers will begin reporting PAYE in real

time in April 2013, with all doing so by October

2013.  

HMRC’s head of RTI Communications, Jane

Brothwood advised: “Businesses should start

preparing for RTI now by talking to their payroll

software provider or payroll service provider about

how they are developing appropriate payroll

software. It’s also vital that employers check that

information about their employees is accurate and

up to date. This involves making sure that surname,

forename, gender, address, date of birth and

National Insurance Number (NINO) are correct and

in the right format. Employers should also make sure

that they add staff to their payrolls who will now

need to be included with their RTI submissions, for

example, those under the Lower Earnings Limit

(LEL).”

For more help and advice on improving data quality

go to www.hmrc.gov.uk/rti/dip/index.htm

For information about RTI see: www.hmrc.gov.uk/rti

It’s All Change for PAYE in
Real Time

European marketing director of Dow Building Solutions, Marco

ten Bruggencate, will be hoping for good weather this

September as he attempts to windsurf across the English

Channel.

Marco plans to set off from Folkestone on the weekend of

September 15/16th as soon as winds allow, and is aiming to

land near Wimereux in France around four hours later.

The ambitious journey has its roots in Marco’s own battle

against testicular cancer and is in aid of a charity called KiKa,

which funds research into children’s cancer.  Marco was initially diagnosed with the

disease back in 2000.

“It feels like the right time to give something back,” he said.  “No one, and especially

not a child, should have to die from cancer and I know from my own experience the

impact the disease has not just on the individual concerned but family and friends.”

Marco’s original diagnosis meant he had to have an urgent operation, a course of

chemotherapy and two follow up operations. His last check-up finally showed him to

be cancer-free.

To find out more and donate to KiKa, visit www.surf4kika.com.

Dow Employee to Windsurf Channel in Aid of
Cancer Research

l grab rails in all bathrooms

l window restrictors on upstairs windows 

l enough electrical sockets

l carbon monoxide detectors 

l sprinkler systems

Jennifer Henderson, RoSPA Scotland’s home safety

officer, said: “Home accidents resulted in more than

13,000 adult emergency hospital admissions and more

than 2,500 children in 2010/11 in Scotland. We are,

therefore, delighted at the approach being taken by Fife

Council and its partners in incorporating all of our

accident prevention recommendations into these new-

build homes. Providing these safety measures at the

construction stage is cost effective.”

The development was project managed by Kingdom

Housing Association on behalf of Fife Council and built

by local contractors Campion Homes. 
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Let’s face it, business is very tough out there. Back in 2009 we imagined we would

be seeing some growth by now - whereas construction is looking at around a 5% fall

this year, non-rail public sector investment is down and the slight pickup in private

housing starts promises little for the non-traditional roofing sectors. For these

technologies, it is fortunate that major retail and commercial businesses continue to

invest for the long term, but they have not offset the declines elsewhere.

Investing for the long term is precisely what roofing should be doing now. This is

because activity will pick up, possibly more rapidly than previous recoveries. As it

does, a skills shortage will mean some businesses cannot react quickly and their

wage costs will soar.

There’s never been a better time to invest in training, with government investment

increased to £1.5bn per annum. As the table shows, a two year Specialist

Apprenticeship Programme will now attract a grant of £6000 per apprentice from 1st

August 2012 up 15% on the previous grant year. Last year, with a total UK market of

around 6m m2 p.a., Single Ply Roofing Association (SPRA) analysed the demand for

skilled installers and concluded that those experienced workers drawn in from

declining sectors would either not be suitable or would not be in sufficient numbers

to meet demand. 

Roofing is not for everyone, it’s tough, and the worst experience for an employer is

to face rapid churn or loss of staff at vital times in their programme. This stability

can best be realised by investing in youth, by testing their commitment during a

period of training. If training and support are of high quality and delivered with

variety, enthusiasm and skill, the commitment of the individual is assured and their

prospect of a decent future is enhanced.

Single Ply Apprenticeship

SPRA launched the first Specialist Apprenticeship Programme for single ply roofing

in January at East Midlands Roofing College in Nottingham. The two-year

programme includes around 32 days of off-site training over 18 months followed by

on-site assessment. 7 apprentices ranging from 18 to 40 years of age have been

recruited from 4 local businesses. These employers must back up the off-site training

with their own on-site training in roughly equal measure. In contrast to traditional

apprenticeships, SAP’s are designed to be flexible and to minimise travelling and

avoid disrupting candidates and employers, so each monthly off-site training session

is designed around a two-day back-to-back block.

The course aims to be fully comprehensive, taking someone new to roofing but keen

to progress through the full range of training necessary to be safe and self-reliant on

site. Generic training in a wide range of health and safety-related topics is delivered

by suitably accredited trainers already known to the regional roof training group.

Employers were consulted to ensure the programme best reflected the needs of the

apprentice to enable access to site and good productivity as soon as possible, so

health and safety is covered at an early stage. The single ply specific core then lasts

fifteen months, followed by NVQ assessment. Several highly experienced trainers

with a background on the tools, some of whom have been training managers for the

major manufacturers, will deliver these modules. 

These will be backed up by demonstrations from all parts of the

industry: membrane manufacturers, insulation, fasteners,

adhesives, rooflights, safety systems and lightning protection. So

far, SFS Intec has demonstrated fasteners and tooling, Gradient

Insulation has worked with tapered insulation, SIG Design &

Technology has run a practical session on PIB membrane and

there have been excellent factory visits and presentations by

Xtratherm Insulation and IKO Single Ply.  The emphasis is on a

rounded generic training as a basis for specialism, so that the

industry benefits as a whole. At an appropriate stage, the

apprentices will attend product-specific training in the

membrane nominated by their employer.

National Roll-out

Applications are welcome for the second single ply SAP, which

will launch at Eastern Region Roof Training Group HQ in

Ipswich in late September. The apprenticeship will then follow

demand around the regions, most probably being offered in the

South-West or central southern region during Q1 2013 before

heading to the North-West.

What’s In Store for Single Ply Roofing?
Jim Hooker, Single Ply Roofing Association Technical Director
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GENERIC MODULES

n Working relationships 

n General health and safety training 

n Working at height

n Emergency First Aid 

n Towers for users

n Mobile Elevating Work Platforms

n Asbestos Awareness

n Abrasive wheels

n Use of harnesses

n Fire extinguishers

SINGLE PLY SPECIFIC MODULES

n Use of tools

n Preparation of decks

n Technical background

n Materials: planning and storage

n Vapour control layers

n Insulation

n Membranes

n Detailing

n Protection and storage

n Inspection and testing

n Repairs and maintenance

n Options for refurbishment

Plus: membrane manufacturer product training

OUTPUTS

n Appropriate CSCS card

n NVQ Level II ‘Applied waterproof membranes – single ply 
roofing’ 

n Membrane manufacturer’s product training card (product 
as nominated by employer)

CONSTRUCTION SKILLS GRANTS(currently – subject to change)

2013 Change 
from  
2012

Attendance Year 1 

(paid in quarterly instalments) £1965.00 +14%

Attendance Year 2 

(paid in quarterly instalments) £1660.00 +17%

Achievement

VQ £  400.00 +45%

Framework £1975.00 +10%

TOTAL £6000.00 +15% 
overall

What’s In Store for Single Ply Roofing?

Clarification

The last issue of Roofing Today featured an article about safe access: ‘Going Up

in the World Safely’.

A point in the article was incorrectly

illustrated.

The article stated ‘the potential risk

of entering and exiting the hatch can

be reduced by the installation of a

device which is fixed permanently to

the top two rungs of the ladder.

The corresponding picture should

have been Bilco’s LadderUP® Safety

Post.

Kayflow: ‘No-nonsense’ Trade Rainwater,
Underground and Soil Systems
Kayflow, the rainwater, underground and soil
systems specialist, has unveiled its
comprehensive new ‘trade’ range.  All standard
rainwater systems from Kayflow come with a 10
year guarantee, are Kitemarked and are
available in round, square, deepflow and ogee
systems in white, black, brown, grey and
caramel. They are also compatible with many
other systems.  The Kayflow offer also includes
a half-round and ogee black cast iron effect
option, featuring both round and square
downpipes, plus hopper, pipe straps, pipe
connector and shoe, again all guaranteed for 10
years.  Soil ranges come in high gloss finish, are
easy to fit and are compatible with the many of competitor systems.
Kayflow’s durable and impact resistant underground systems come in
both 110mm and 160mm diameters and are fully tested to BSEN 140-
1:1998 PVC-U underground drainage systems.  Greg Wilde, Kayflow, said:
“We have designed Kayflow to offer the builder and installer access to a
quality and comprehensive trade range. It’s been developed to simplify
the ordering and installation process.  It takes the hassle and ‘headache’
out of specification.  More information on the Kayflow range is available
online at www.kayflow.co.uk. Stockists can also access sample boxes,
display boards and brochures.  Visit www.kayflow.co.uk or
call 01827 317 200. Enquiry 50

Enquiry 11
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The term ‘Modern Methods of Construction’ – often abbreviated simply to MMC – can

be applied to a broad range of clever designs and new products. Yet for today’s

designers and contractors, all MMCs share a common characteristic: they make

building quicker and more efficient.

The modern metal-web joist is a perfect example of the sort of innovation that may be

incorporated into an MMC. It is an engineered product, precision-made in a factory to

deliver superior performance characteristics compared to traditional solutions such as

softwood timber joists.

Initially designed to support suspended timber floors, metal-web joists comprise top

and bottom timber flanges braced with pressed steel webs fixed along their outer

edges. The result is a very strong, light structural beam. It did not take long for this

product to find applications besides its use in floors - metal-web joists are now being

used as main supporting members in both flat and pitched roofs, either as individual

components or as part of a modular panel system.

The time and cost benefits of this technology have made these modern roof designs

very popular with contractors and developers. For example, a panel roof can be installed

in a matter of hours.

A roof built using these components can be packed with exceptionally high levels of

thermal insulation and, as such, offer one of the most efficient ways of meeting the

latest energy efficiency requirements of the Building Regulations.

Using standard joists, a roof structure of 300mm or more in depth can be made. This

affords the opportunity to increase insulation levels enormously. Furthermore, the open

structure of a metal-web joist means there is plenty of scope for routing building

services through the roof structure. 

Many housebuilders are turning to roof panels as a means of providing ‘room-in-the-

roof’ accommodation. No cross-bracing is required as the panels are self-supporting;

hence it is easy to create a warm roof with a clear habitable space directly underneath.

Here again, the ability to run services – including waste pipes - through the roof is

invaluable.

For the building contractor, the wide timber flanges of a

metal-web joist (typically 72mm) make the fixing of

battens and plasterboard dry-lining easy and trouble-

free compared to the 47mm wide timbers typical of

traditional roof truss. This makes life much easier for

following trades.

Compared with traditional trussed rafter construction,

the simplicity and speed with which a roof can be

erected using metal-web joists means that on-site

operations are reduced, leading to lower labour costs

and fewer site safety issues, as well as accelerated

build programmes.  

Such roof systems, therefore, have a very broad appeal

although they have a long way to go before they

supplant the use of traditional trussed rafters. Individual

timber trusses, each computer designed to customer

specification, are still by far the most common method

of constructing a pitched roof.

The success of trussed rafters is partly due to the fact

that are a proven technology with a large and well-

established industry devoted to their design and

manufacture, and partly because they are inherently

flexible. Modern panel systems which span from gable

to gable are well-suited to narrow fronted gabled

buildings, but much less suited to large complex roof

designs.

Using modern design software, a trussed rafter can be

designed for virtually any roof shape. They can be

insulated to the same level as a panel system, although

this requires a high level of design skill and care. Where

a traditional building design is required, a trussed roof

is often the best option.

Long-span, self-supporting joists, on the other hand,

lend themselves to modern and unusual designs. They

are, for example, ideal for shallow mono-pitch roofs

which are a popular feature on many low-energy

designs. Here they might permit the construction of a

large south-facing glass façade to exploit solar gains or,

alternatively, themselves be oriented towards the south

and used to support a photovoltaic array.

Are Traditional Trusses
Caught in a Metal-web?

Karl Foster, sales and marketing director,
Wolf Systems
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As 2010 marked the end of the three year joint existence between the British

Standards and Eurocodes - the European structural design codes for

building and civil engineering works - the move towards EC5 as the only

accepted timber design code is now well underway, meaning a move

towards a software program which keeps up with these developments is a

natural progression.

Whilst BS5268 is today’s common standard design code for the UK, the

European Union is pushing ahead with the introduction of EC5 - the design

guideline by which a structure should be consistent. Applying to the design

and manufacture of floors and timber roof trusses specifically, EC5 has been

brought in to make this stage as simple as possible, both for the designer

and the engineer.

Unlikely to see full industry acceptance until the Building Regulations are

updated again in 2013 however, rules surrounding EC5 should be

approached with caution. Designers especially must err on the side of

caution during the interim period to avoid any potential compliance issues

that may arise unknowingly where designs fall between the gaps. This

could lead to a situation where two timber components within the same

build are designed to different standard – one meeting EC5 guidelines and

the other meeting British Standards.

Whilst such a situation can be overcome, this is not ideal practice. One

solution that avoids such potential conflicts is a specially tailored timber

design package which keeps up with the latest updates as they come into

effect. For example, Gang-Nail’s suite of design software is capable of

developing the initial design without the need for an engineer, allowing the

client to visually see the proposed scheme at an early stage. As such, the

software is generally used by professional designers who will be at home

with the system and can either certify the design themselves, if qualified to

do so, or use an external consultant.

As the EC5 standard is slowly brought into effect, it is worth remembering

that the code is being introduced to coincide with the European Union’s

stance on the free movement of goods and services within the

EU. There are no concerns over the technical standards it was

brought in to replace. As such, the industry is in the fortunate

position where designs produced using EC5 can be compared

to those using the British or Irish Standards. As the ‘real world’

loads these structures have to support haven’t changed, the

results can be simply checked to ensure they are broadly the

same.

Whilst the roll out of EC5 is imminent, many designers and

engineers are still none the wiser about how this will affect

them. Unfortunately, much of this stems from

miscommunication from those handling the crossover due

largely to the failure to decide on an official end date for the

British and Irish Standards. As a result, many professionals will

wrongly continue to design and build according to BS5268

without knowing any better. For example, public procurement

rules already in place state that EC5 design must be used for all

public sector building work, something that many may not be

aware of.

On the whole, EC5 will help to streamline timber designing

and building processes and should bring some order to the

industry going forward. In the mean time however, it is worth

thinking about how to tackle these changes and how they

might affect future designs. 

Gang-Nail is the leading supplier of the Gang-Nail connector plate
and Ecojoist metal floor joist web in the UK, Ireland and Turkey
with over 40 years experience. A complete system provider of
products, software and services for timber engineering, Gang-Nail
maintain a clear focus on working closely with industry
associations to provide innovative solutions for today's ever
evolving markets.

Eurocode 5 Implementation –
Steamlining Timber Design
Jason Ruddle from Gang-Nail looks at what the implementation of EC5 means within the industry.
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Over the last few weeks I have been in the process of selling a

property.  For those of you who have not moved recently, like me,

it is somewhat of a shock to receive the barrage of paperwork

from the solicitor that needs to be completed on every aspect of

the house. A key part is the declaration concerning any work

undertaken on the property, which now includes roof work, with

a note in bold stating that the sale will not proceed until I

produce any Building Regulation Completion Certificates.

Of course, as the man running CompetentRoofer, which allows

self-certification of roof work and the issuing of Building

Regulation Completion Certificates, I am well aware of the

requirements of Building Control. It is also evident from the calls

to CompetentRoofer that there are increasingly large numbers of

the general public who are also aware – but are roofing

companies?

The numbers of roofing companies joining CompetentRoofer in

order to be able to self-certify on roofing work for domestic,

commercial and industrial buildings are healthy and awareness is

increasing. However, despite all the publicity on Part L, articles

in magazines and manufacturers’ brochures, there are still

companies that believe that building control approval is optional. 

For any work that involves refurbishment of 50% or more of the

roof, compliance with Building Regulations is mandatory – this is

the law and failure to comply will result in a substantial fine and

a possible review of a company’s past work. 

CompetentRoofer Open To All

CompetentRoofer is run by NFRC but is an entirely separate

company that is open to all roofing companies completing work

within England and Wales irrespective of whether they belong to
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NFRC or any other trade association.  It is quite simply a measure of

competence.  The aim in allowing self-certification is to work in

partnership with Local Authority Building Control (LABC) to ensure

Building Regulation compliance.  This allows LABC to concentrate on the

more complicated works (involving structural changes) and to expose the

‘black market’ trades. 

The highly efficient CompetentRoofer Registrar is available on 0844 318

8888 or info@competentroofer.co.uk  to answer questions from roofing

companies (I repeat you don’t have to be a member of the NFRC).  By far

the most common response so far is: ‘I have never used building control’

(not the best answer in court or to potential customers) and ‘I work for a

client or contractor who sorts all that out’ (may be true but by self-

certifying you can save them money).  At £20-£40 for most jobs for a

Building Regulations Completion Certificate, which includes a 10 year

insolvency warranty within the price you, as a CompetentRoofer, will be

hugely competitive. 

The arrival of the Green Deal this autumn will bring a focus on

sustainability in refurbishment and potentially be the growth market for

companies in the future – it goes without saying that measures of

competence and accreditation will be at the heart of the new regulations. 

Even if roofing companies don’t recognise this - their customers soon

will. Whatever your roofing business is, in whatever discipline, and with

whichever client or customers you operate, there is a need to be able to

self-certify and be truly recognised as competent. 

As greater numbers of customers and Local Authorities are demanding

this, you have to ask yourself -  what are you doing? 

Clients
Demanding
Competence –
What Are
Roofers Doing
About It?
Ray Horwood, Chief Executive, 

CompetentRoofer
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All green roofs store rainwater, which is obviously necessary to provide

water for the planting a green roof hosts. It is integral to the design of

green roofs therefore that they reduce water run-off and delay or even

obviate discharge into the drainage system. This reduces pressure on local

drainage provision, whilst water evaporation from green roofs helps to

improve the local microclimate – a particular benefit in dry, ‘desert’, urban

environments. 

Absorption of rainwater run-off works on most green roofs, certainly on

roofs of less than five degrees, on the basis of having a protection or water

storage fleece, a drainage board and then a substrate layer. Water is

retained at each of these levels and is used by the vegetation, with the

balance either being lost through evaporation or by being slowly

discharged into the external drainage system. It is vital that all of the

layers of the system provide a minimum level of water storage and that the

substrate has been mixed in accordance with FLL guidelines.

The performance of all Optigreen systems is certified by independent

research and testing in accordance with standards set by the GRO (Green

Roof Organisation) Green Roof Guidelines which are based on the

internationally accepted guidance published by the German FLL

organisation.  The guidelines provide reference values for water retention,

for example a 50% retention rate is expected for an average green roof with

a total depth of 80 mm.

Typically the systems are tested under defined conditions, with precisely

measured rainfall intensity or water saturation. The FLL Guidelines

stipulate a roof pitch of 2%, and that 300 litres per second/hectare of

water is applied over 15 minutes, equating to 27 ltrs/m2. 

Independent research [W. Kolb, Drainage of Extensively Planted Flat

Roofs, 1995] was conducted on six different extensive green roof build-

ups. ‘Test rain’ saturated the roofs at a rate of 20 ltrs/m2 for 15 minutes.

Findings showed that water run-off reached its peak only after the 15

minutes. The discharge coefficient was 0.23, which means 23% of the rain

water run-off drained from the tested roofs.

Most standardised tests are carried out indoors to provide a controllable

environment, however some research has been completed outdoors,

either at ground level or on roofs. For example, results were published in

2002 of green roofs tested in an outdoor testing facility which replicated

‘real life conditions’ by Prof. Hans-Joachim Liesecke. Findings showed

that the type and design of the drainage layer has a high impact on

rainwater retention. All seven test roofs achieved a retention rate of >

56% during winter time and > 68% during the summer.

Research therefore shows definitively that increasing the substrate depth

of a green roof build-up will help to minimise water run-off. However, this

is not always possible due to cost and weight restrictions. The other way

to minimise run off it is to use an even more efficient drainage system.

For example, based on extensive work by our research and development

team we have been able to optimise water management by designing a

patented system for water retention on green roofs using a new drainage

board.

Do Green
Roofs 
Help
Reduce
Flood
Risk?
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The principle behind the system is as simple as it is effective – water flows

along a winding route from one chamber to another in the board, just like a

naturally meandering river or stream. During heavy rainfall the chambers of

the board are filled with water and it passes from one chamber to the next

causing an extended delay in the discharge of excess water.  

With a standard drainage board, water is stored in individual pockets in the

board until a certain level is reached with excess water then draining

through small holes in the board to the water storage mat below. With our

new system water is stored in a temporary reservoir and discharged very

slowly, the rate to some extent depending on the gradient of the roof.

The results are very impressive and can go a long way in helping to reduce

rainwater run-off escaping from the roof to cause potential flooding

problems. As an example, during a peak rainfall event, on a roof with a 2

degree fall, and a 60mm depth of substrate, up to 99% of the rainfall can be

retained using the new board. The new system requires no more

maintenance than a typical extensive green roof and does not limit the type

of vegetation that can be established

There is no doubt that future climate trends are cause for concern

and perhaps the recent extreme rainfall experienced in the UK and

consequent flooding are early indications of what’s in store for the

future. The onus is on us all to contribute in whatever way we can to

halt climate change and minimise its effects. Planning and specifying

green roofs makes a credible contribution to achieving both of those

goals.

Nick Day is Technical Sales Manager for Optigreen, a market leading
green roof company. He has over 27 years experience in the roofing
industry in technical, sales and management roles and for the past 5
years has been involved with green roofs. For more information on the
rainwater management potential of green roofs visit
www.optigreen.co.uk or call 0845 565 0236

Roofer poet, Billy Letford 35, has recently had his first book of

poetry published following his successful poetry performances at

Edinburgh International Book Festival.

Billy, who works as a roofer for family firm Letford Roofing in

Stirling, began writing poetry in his twenties. He explained: “We

were asked to write a poem in primary school and I forgot and

didn’t do it. Anyway the next day the King’s Cross Station

disaster happened and I wrote a poem in school about that. The

teacher was so impressed with it she sent it to Roger McGough.

He wrote back and told me to keep writing.” 

“That stayed with me and eventually I did start to write.”

Billy says that working as a roofer inspires much of his poetry

and gives him time to think. “I write about what I’m doing,

what’s close to me.”

The family firm, owned by Billy’s father and uncle, does mostly

domestic work, concentrating on flat roofs, tiling and a lot of

slating, which is the traditional Stirlingshire vernacular.

“Working at height on the roofs is one of the things I love most.

Up on the roof you’re separate; you see people’s gardens and the

sky above you.”

Billy says his roofer workmates like the fact that he’s a writer but

if they catch him staring into space they joke he’s working on

his other job: “they give me a good slagging now and then!”

Billy not only writes poetry but performs it in his strong

Stirlingshire accent, which modulates the poems with a

distinctive cadence giving it a strong

physical rhythm.

Because Billy memorises all his

poems he can work on them while

doing the repetitive aspects of

roofing work: “It’s like going for a

long walk to think about

something”, he says. “Roofing is

physical work, it gives me time to

think, to work on a poem up on the

roof – I like that”.

Although Billy’s long-term aim is to

write full-time, he says roofing

combines well with writing poetry:

“I like having a job to escape to; I

can go from one to the other.”

Billy’s first book of poetry, published

on 1st September, 2012 by Carcanet

Press, is called ‘Bevel’. Why Bevel?

“I’m thinking of a measured angle,

making an edge round – making it fit

with another piece. I like the word.”

William Letford:
Roofer Poet

hammers nails

hammers nails

hammers nails

heh Casey did ah tell ye a goat

a couple a poems published 

widizthatmean

widayyemean 

dizthatmeanyegetanymoneyfurrit

eh naw

aw right

hammers nails

hammers nails

hammers nails

It’s aboot the labour
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Sika Seals the Deal
To help make light work of sealing and repairing jobs, Sika has
introduced Sika Multiseal-BT - a new self-adhesive sealing tape
that can be cold applied to all manner of surfaces and can
withstand a huge range of temperatures, ensuring it will
continue to last.  Supplied in a handy roll and available in either
an aluminium or grey finish, Sika Multiseal-BT is made from a
hard wearing butyl-rubber compound and protected by a
reinforced aluminium film.  Withstanding temperatures from -
30�C to +90�C, Sika’s Multiseal-BT can be applied both
internally and externally to plastic, glass, steel, polycarbonate,
wood and ceramic surfaces.  Sika Multiseal-BT is available in a
range of widths, lengths and thicknesses making it suitable for
industrial applications through to smaller, more intricate
projects. Resistant to tear, aging, dry heat, torrential rain and
UV degradation, the product can easily protect against water penetration and as such, can be
applied to broken roof tiles, leaking gutters and roof parapets. The tape can be fixed detailing
including venting pipes, roof lights and chimneys.  For further information download the free Sika
Handbook iPhone or Android app, email distribution@sika.co.uk, call 01707 363810 or visit the
website at http://gbr.sika.com/builder.

Xtratherm Expands Team with New Area Sales Manager
Due to growing demand for its high quality PIR and phenolic
insulation products, Xtratherm expands its team with a new Area
Sales Manager. Edward Anthony joined in June and covers
Scotland and the North East of England. With over seven years
experience in the insulation sector, Edward understands the
importance in today's market of delivering the best products
backed by excellent service and technical expertise. It is what
attracted him to Xtratherm.  Edward comments: "Xtratherm is a
fast growing company with ambition and focus. The company has
a market leading range and is driven by innovation. It supplies the
best insulation solutions to meet today's increasingly high
standards. But Xtratherm is much more than product - it is the
only insulation company with a fully BBA certified technical team so architects, specifiers and
contractors can be reassured they are getting the most accurate data and calculations for their
projects."  Xtratherm has invested in engineered products and new methods of application to make
it easier for trades to achieve the best insulation performance. This is supported by Xtratherm's
commitment to training and helping the industry improve their skill set.
Visit www.xtratherm.com or call 0371 222 1033. 

Trussed Rafters are Top at the
Hospice Project

Trussed Rafter Association (TRA) member, DWB
Boston, has supplied 200 large-span trusses for
the roof of the first phase of the new Butterfly
Hospice in Boston, Lincolnshire.  The trusses,
many of which span up to 11m, were designed to
support not only the roof itself but also the plant
and machinery housed in the roof of the single-
storey building.  DWB MD, Steve Pinner,
explains: “Besides heating and ventilating
equipment, the hospice requires hoists to help
lift and move some of the patients. These hoists
are suspended from the roof structure so our
trusses had to be engineered to withstand the
static and dynamic loads applied to them.”  DWB
was one of several specialist suppliers and
contractors on the project. “It wasn’t a normal
kind of contract” explains Steve. “Although we
were paid for our work, like all the suppliers on
the project we made donations including
supplying some materials free of charge.”  As a
registered charity, the Butterfly Hospice needs to
raise funds for further construction work. It is
hoped that, eventually, the main building will
comprise three wings, to resemble the outline of
a butterfly.  For further information call 020
3205 0032 or visit www.tra.org.uk.

Recticel Sails into the Lead for
Charity

Recticel Insulation has donated its high
performance Eurothane GP insulation to Rudyard
Sailability, an award-winning charity that
provides sailing activities for people with a
disability.  The donation is a big step forward for
the charity’s mission to build a state-of-the-art
sailing facility in Staffordshire.  More than
200m2 of the rigid PIR foam board has been
installed in the roof of a new £496K boathouse,
which is being built to very high specifications in
order to protect the high-tech boats and
equipment needed by the charity.  As many of
the boats are controlled by complex electronics,
it is vital that they are stored in a warm and
completely damp-free environment. The
boathouse required high standards of roof-level
insulation to prevent the dry air and warmth from
escaping.  Eurothane GP’s exceptionally low
thermal conductivity of 0.022 W/mK makes it
ideal for applications that require very high levels
of thermal insulation.  “We’re really pleased to
make this donation to such a worthwhile cause,”
comments Nathan Whitehall, at Recticel.  “It’s
great to see our products being put to such good
use and we’re confident that they will contribute
to a warm and safe environment for the charity,
for many years to come.”
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Gradient Roofing Solution Helps Take Education to a Higher Level
An historic building at The University of Manchester has undergone a
complete roof refurbishment with help from the UK experts in single-
layer tapered roofing. Gradient Flat Roofing supplied 3,000 sq mtrs of
its Powerdeck F tapered insulation to provide the University’s Ellen
Wilkinson Building with a modern and reliable roof solution that now
provides significantly improved thermal performance and excellent
rainwater run-off.  Northwest-based, multi-disciplined waterproofing
contractor, Rooftop Solutions, stripped back the project’s four separate
roofs to the decking, before the Gradient tapered insulation was applied
over a waterproofing membrane. The project team faced a number of
challenges including high levels of rainfall, limited access, lack of onsite
storage space plus the need to complete the work during the
University’s busy exam period.  “Fortunately our offsite manufacturing
process helped tackled those issues,” explains Gradient’s, Richard

Milward. “Each section of the insulation is manufactured under controlled factory conditions and
delivered to site ready for immediate installation. This allows us to create whatever falls are needed
to ensure efficient drainage, it helps protect the roof from bad weather at an earlier stage, and it
also reduces the installation time.”  Off-site manufacturing also reduced the need for site storage,
and minimised disruption to the building’s occupants.  
Visit www.gradientuk.com or call 01902 791888

Simpson Strong Tie Launch New Improved Fixings Catalogue
Industry leader, Simpson Strong Tie, has launched a new comprehensive fixings catalogue that
clearly demonstrates the variety of applications its improved range of screws and nails can cover.
Everything from decking, drywalling, cladding and ceilings to oak framing and modular housing can
be tackled with the products listed in the catalogue, which also features new additions to its fixings

section, such as the fully integrated Quik Drive Collated
Screw System and a full a range of stainless steel screws.
The catalogue includes full specification details, product
images and graphics as well as design and installation
instructions and is available as both a printed or online
version. Simpson Strong Tie’s Mark Ormanroyd, who is
national sales manager Fasteners, UK  said:
“Our new fixings catalogue features even more products

and applications that ever before and is our most
comprehensive guide to date.  The variety of applications
we can cover with these fixings is very wide indeed and we
believe it gives our customers a one-stop shop for all their
fixing needs.” To download the new catalogue or to
request a hard copy please visit www.strongtie.co.uk or
telephone: 01827 155600. Enquiry 19
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Cembrit Brings the Community Together
C e m b r i t ,
s p e c i a l i s t
supplier of
natural slates has
supplied Alpina
for a brand new
Parish Hall in
B i s h o p s
Nympton, Devon.
The new build
consisting of
beautiful stone and wood exteriors has been complemented by the
random dark grey/dark green tones of the Alpina Graphite natural slates.
The slates created a fresh and modern touch to a historical village whilst
retaining a regional style through the use of traditional materials.  The
13,500 natural slates were installed by local specialists A&G Setherton.
“This was a challenging but exciting project to work on” says Alan from
A&G Setherton. “It was important to consider the cost effectiveness of
materials used and the roof looks superb against the stonework and
timber used on the walls. The main reason for choosing Cembrit was that
we needed to ensure that the building would be long lasting. Alpina slates
are known for their durability and will last the lifetime of the building.”
Alpina is a Brazilian natural slate, available in graphite and grey/green
and a variety of sizes. With its flat surface and pleasing shade variations,
Alpina slate can be relied upon to create an attractive, high performance
roof.  Cembrit offers a wide range of natural and man-made roofing slate,
shingles, cladding panels, and corrugated sheet. 

Alumasc Creates Stunning Bespoke Fascia System
Alumasc has created a stunning bespoke
Skyline Fascia and Soffit system for the
new DW Sports Fitness Club at St
Brelade’s Bay Hotel in Jersey.
Overlooking one of Jersey’s most popular
beaches, the hotel has undergone a
£10M upgrade and extension.  Alumasc’s
Technical Team made regular site visits
working alongside contractor Deerglen
and BDK Architects on the design of the
Skyline system. The final design features
a rebated channel with secret fixings to maintain a clean, contemporary
appearance.  Phil Lapping of Alumasc commented: “This stunning project
demonstrates Alumasc’s ability to provide conceptual input as well as
technical support to help clients and architects achieve their design goals.
Skyline is a complete perimeter solution for new builds. Manufactured from
high quality, polyester powder coated aluminium, it is available in 4 bold
shapes and 16 colours. Bespoke designs and colours can be produced to
order.  Components are delivered to site in pre-designed kit form, and
fixing can typically be carried out from the roof so no external access is
required.  The system also has minimal maintenance requirements and in
accordance with Alumasc’s environmental policy, aluminium is 100%
recyclable. Visit www.alumascrainwater.co.uk or to request literature, call
Alumasc on 0808 100 2008. 

Lark Hill Favours Increased Capacity
One of the largest retirement
villages in the country has
chosen Marley Plumbing and
Drainage to provide a quality,
high capacity gutter system
for its newly built residences
in Nottinghamshire.  The
ExtraCare Charitable Trust's
Lark Hill Village, comprises
327 dwellings situated across
14 acres of land.  Given the
large roof spans of the
development, a high capacity

gutter system was essential and Marley’s best selling Deepflow system was
chosen.  Specified in black, Lark Hill’s new rainwater system comprises a
semi-elliptical gutter profile and 68mm circular downpipes with the
trademark Marley socket, injecting a stylish finish into the newly built
property.  “Deepflow from Marley Plumbing and Drainage has long been
favoured by many installers,” comments contractor’s, Simon Clark of Bird
Plumbing Ltd.  “It has a high capacity and the fittings incorporate the
‘Easyclip’, which runs parallel to the gutter providing a greater deal of
flexibility when making a joint and saving a significant amount of
installation time,” he continues.  Deepflow products retain their colour and
gloss levels for longer due to the innovative manufacturing process of Life4
technology. Tested to BS EN 607 and BS EN 12200-1, Life4 gutters and
downpipes have stable colour retention and gloss levels of up to four times
longer than standard PVCu rainwater systems.  
Visit www.marleyplumbinganddrainage.com.

Recticel Versatility Creates Striking New Roof 
Recticel insulation boards and
Armourplan PVC single-ply membrane
have been used to help create an
unusual new 12,000 m² roof for a
building designed to blend in with the
stunning Derbyshire countryside
which surrounds it. The Recticel
Eurothane Eurodeck boards were
specified for the new High Peak water

bottling plant by SIG Design & Technology. The decision was made on the
basis of the boards’ outstanding thermal performance characteristics and
Recticel’s ability to engineer the boards to suit the unusual roof profile.
The elegant roof form features a series of four barrel-vaulted sections,
connected by central gutters, to create a ‘rolling wave’ effect. The roof
construction comprises a metal deck with vapour control layer, topped by
the Recticel insulation boards and an Armourplan Premium PVC single-ply
membrane. At the request of the local planners, the latter features a
‘special order’ green finish which helps blend the roof with its rural
surroundings.  “Recticel provided great support on this project,” explains
SIG Trading Director, Mike Crook.  “The insulation boards needed to follow
the sweeping curves of the roof, and Recticel was able to engineer the
140mm-thick Eurothane Eurodeck boards so that they would do this,
effectively creating a bespoke insulation solution.”  For more details please
visit www.recticelinsulation.co.uk.

Greenworks Receives Major Commendation 
at BCE Awards

The Greenworks Training Academy, the
result of a joint investment by Jewson,
Graham, Gibbs & Dandy and Minster, has
been awarded a Major Commendation at
the 2012 Business Commitment to the
Environment (BCE) Environmental
Leadership Awards. The award was given
in recognition of the positive impact
Greenworks has made in delivering the
green building agenda to the construction
industry.  Since 1975, BCE have awarded
over 225 awards to organisations that
have demonstrated an outstanding
commitment to maintaining or enhancing the environment.  Greenworks was
presented with the commendation at a prestigious ceremony in London on
the 20th June and judge, Richard Busby commented: “Engaging with
customers through the Greenworks Academy isn’t just good business sense
– these customers are going to carry out installations that will deliver real
environment improvements”.  The Greenworks Training Academy opened in
February 2011 and offers unbiased training and consultancy, providing in-
depth advice and support on sustainable solutions.  “From the way we build
and refurbish our housing to the uptake of renewables - training and skills
are needed to support the delivery of the sustainable building agenda and
the Greenworks Academy remains at the forefront of this”, commented
Marcus Jefford, Manager at the Greenworks Training Academy. 

Xtratherm's Launches New Flat Roofing Website
Xtratherm, a leading
manufacturer of high quality
PIR and phenolic insulation,
has launched
www.xtrathermflatroofing.com
- a new website dedicated to
its wide range of BBA
accredited flat roofing and
tapered roofing insulation
solutions. The website
provides architects, specifiers
and contractors with
comprehensive information about the complete range, as well as
downloadable brochures.  With a choice of four flat roofing boards and a
range of three tapered roof insulation, Xtratherm has a flat roof solution
for every project. The range includes FR/ALU for Single Ply Mechanically
Fixed Systems; FR/MG for Single Ply Fully Adhered/Partially Bonded
Built-up Felt Systems and Mastic Asphalt Systems; FR/BGM for Partially
Bonded, Torched on, Built-up Bituminous Felt Systems; and FR/TP
Thermal Ply insulation. Xtratherm's tapered roof insulation provides a
technically advanced solution for flat roofing projects, including Factory
Mutual approved product for high specification projects.  Xtratherm's
FR/ALU roofing insulation achieves a thermal conductivity of
0.022W/m2K and an A+ rating within the BRE Green Guide. The complete
range is manufactured under ISO 9001 quality standards, which include
environmental and health & safety management systems, and is suitable
for new build and refurbishment projects.  Visit
www.xtrathermflatroofing.com or call 0371 222 1033.
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First CDL Handbook Now Available!
The BBA (British Board of Agrément) and RDL (Robust
Details Ltd) have joined forces to form Constructive Details
Limited to work together on issues of linear thermal bridging
and obtaining reliable psi-values.  CDL can facilitate
accurate psi-value calculations and have launched the
Constructive Details handbook of masonry detail junctions.
The Handbook is available from the “Resources” page on the
CDL website to download free of charge.  The junctions are
for partial fill external wall (16 details) and full fill party wall
(5 details). Another handbook for a fully filled external wall
cavity is underway. 
The main benefits of using Constructive Details are:
l Details have been optimised for lower psi-values

than those in the ACD’s, leading to a 60% improvement of the overall y value 
l The handbooks contain a complete set of junctions needed to construct a dwelling allowing

optimum thermal bridging and matching Appendix K of SAP 2009 
l They are future proofed -  providing the E and P numbers for each junction and a range of

U values for the plain elements 
l They use generic products allowing supply chain flexibility and consequent best costs
To view the CDL Handbook register on http://constructivedetails.co.uk/resources/ and use
our Twitter account @ConstructiveDtl to give us feedback! For more information
contact enquiries@constructivedetails.co.uk.

Rostek-UK Scores at National Football Centre
Sheffield-based Rostek-UK, which specialises in roof safety and façade access, has installed a
fall protection system to the intricately designed roof above the indoor pitch at St George’s
Park – the FA’s new National Football Centre near Burton upon Trent.  The contract, awarded
to Rostek by Bowmer & Kirkland, was to install handrail and a Uniline cable roof safety system
to standing seam roofs at the FA’s new £100m world-class facility, which opens at the end of
the summer.  As the roof covering the pitch is of a
membrane design, to allow light onto the surface,
the area required a number of bespoke brackets to
support the system, all of which were designed by
Rostek.  Commenting on behalf of Rostek, managing
director Dave Uttley, said, “It is great to be involved
in a project that puts our design and installation
skills to the test. “We also feel privileged to be a part
of the team that is helping to build such fantastic
facilities to help improve English football from grass
roots level through to the national
teams.”

Van Users Reminded to Watch their Cashflow
Van users need to keep an eye on their cashflow,
according to Steve Clarke, general manager of
The Fuelcard People. “At times like this,” he
said, “it is easy to concentrate on orders and
profitability, forgetting the importance of
cashflow.” Businesses fail more often from
cashflow problems than any other cause.
Improved cashflow is one of the key benefits of
having the right fuel card. A firm contacting The Fuelcard People expects savings of up to 4p per litre
on national average pump prices, or as much as 10p per litre on motorway refuelling. In addition, weekly
UK price notifications means always knowing exactly much fuel will cost, no matter where refuelling.  A
further benefit is that, as The Fuelcard People operates on a ‘refuel now, pay later’ basis, van users do
not have to pay for their fuel for up to two weeks – and there are no credit interest charges. Users always
know precisely when their single invoice will arrive and when their direct debit payment will be made.
Steve Clarke said, “Buying fuel at below pump prices, without the traditional refuelling paperwork, is
really helpful, but the biggest benefit is felt in cashflow. You buy cheaply, pay later, are not charged for
credit and always know exactly where you stand.”

Alumasc Introduces its Harmer
Drainage Specialist Team

Following the extraordinary success of its new
Drainage Calculator Software, Alumasc has announced
the development of a specialist team dedicated to the
provision of its Harmer Drainage product range.  Two
key appointments have been made to head up the
team: John Coe, one of the industry’s most
experienced rainwater and drainage specialists, has
been promoted to Sales Director of Alumasc Exterior
Building Products. He will lead Alumasc’s Rainwater
and Drainage Division, and oversee the new Harmer
Drainage team.  John joined Alumasc in 1985 and
during his 27-year career has worked in senior
technical, commercial and sales roles.  To support
John in leading the team, Wayne Willmott has been
promoted to Harmer Drainage Sales Manager. Wayne
has 17 years’ experience in the drainage industry.
Commenting on the expansion of Alumasc’s Harmer
products and services, Paul Hetherington Managing
Director of Alumasc’s Rainwater and Drainage Division
said: “These recent developments have come about
directly as a result of the improved Harmer roof
drainage range and the phenomenal success of
Alumasc’s Drainage Calculator amongst architects,
specifiers and contractors. For more information, or to
download the free Drainage Calculator Software,
please visit www.harmerdrainage.co.uk.  For literature,
please contact Alumasc on 0808 100
2008.
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Chemist Gets Right Formula with Freeflow 
Freefoam Building Products is delighted to announce that
its Freeflow rainwater system is being used to manage
water flow for a new build low environmental impact
pharmacy in Lowestoft, Norfolk.  Supplied by local
stockist, Mr Plastics, Norwich, the Freefoam range offers
considerable benefits to sustainable developers by
helping to achieve a lower carbon footprint and improving
product sustainability.   The range includes downpipe of
up to 75% recycled material with the co-extrusion
process allowing for the external skin to be manufactured
using virgin PVC and the internal core created using post-

production waste.  The Pharmacy’s pre-fabricated modular building is part of a concept developed by
Norwich based company Eco-Classrooms to offer an innovative low carbon solution for community
projects. Freefoam Building Products is committed to continual improvement in environmental
management and performance.  The UK operation is fully compliant with ISO14001:2004
Environmental Management System and 85% of post-production waste is currently recycled.   Colin St
John, Freefoam UK General Manager summarised “PVC has a very low carbon footprint -  1.9kg of CO2
per 1kg of PVC – making it the low maintenance, long life, value-for-money choice for all roofline
projects.  The use of the Freeflow rainwater system on such an innovative development is testament to
the sustainability of both PVC and our manufacturing methods”  

Gradient Flat Roofing Expands
to Handle Increased Demand

Gradient Flat Roofing has announced a
series of new appointments which have been
made in response to growing demand for the
single-layer, tapered roof insulation
solutions it provides.  David Parker and Nik
Hood have joined the company as Area Sales
Managers for Central and South, and for
Yorkshire and the East Midlands
respectively. Hedley Thompson has taken a
similar role covering East Anglia, Tom Diener
for the South East and Matthew Nalborczyk
for the North West and the Midlands. The

new Area
Sales Manager
for Scotland
and the North
East is John
Hughes, while
Paul Simpson
has moved
from his
previous field
sales role with
the company
to become

Sales Office Manager. Area Sales Manager
Rob Davies will continue to look after the
South West and Wales. “These are important
appointments for Gradient,” comments
National Field Sales Manager, Richard
Milward. “As the UK expert in single-layer,
tapered roofing, Gradient has worked hard to
earn a reputation for professional customer
support, and we are now investing to make
sure that we increase the quality of that
support in line with the growth in business
that we have been experiencing.” Visit
www.gradientuk.com, or call 01902 791888.
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Kingspan Earns Its Stripes at Morrisons
Over 4500m2 of Topdek from Kingspan has been
installed on the roof of a new Morrisons store in Ordsall,
Manchester, forming a key part of a multi-million pound
regeneration program in the area.  Kingspan’s KS1000
TD Topdek is designed to simplify roof construction by
combining a trapezoidal steel structural deck with high
performance PIR insulation and a single-ply PVC
membrane, in a single component.  The system’s unique
self-coring, “one-step fix” fastener solution, further
increases the speed and ease of installation on both new
build and renovation projects.  Architects Falconer
Chester Hall specified Kingspan’s Topdek in two tones,
Mid-Grey and Light-Grey, creating a simple but eye-catching striped pattern across the store’s roof.
Topdek can be installed on flat roofs, pitched roofs above 1:80 (0.72 degrees) and curved roofs with
radii over 45 meters and is also insurer approved by the Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB),
providing certainty of both performance and insurability.  The factory pre-engineered design of the
product ensures insulation continuity across the roof and enables Topdek to achieve thermal
performance as low as 0.15 W/m2K. Radclyffe Park is the latest phase of LPC Living’s wider £150
million re-development of Ordsall, including 400 affordable homes and a school. 

Corotile: the Lightweight Choice for Metal Roofing
Ariel Plastics, the UK’s leading plastic distribution company, has launched a new lightweight metal tile
roof system, Corotile, which is the perfect solution for a wide range of outdoor applications.  Suitable
for any small building project, from chalets, playhouses and sheds, to garages, garden offices and
workshops, Corotile is quick and easy to install on any sized roof without the need for cutting. Corotile
tile sheets simply overlap and screw together, requiring nothing more than a power screwdriver and
shear to install a strong, attractive and lightweight roof.  Corotile is a complete roofing system
incorporating tile sheets, ridges, fixings, barge boards and end caps. It is manufactured from low
carbon Z150 Aluzinc coated steel, offering an exceptionally robust barrier and superior corrosion

resistance.  Corotile is a highly economical, dry fix
system with no wastage. Its popular tile profile and
charcoal grey colouring offers an attractive and
professional finish to any application and it is also
virtually maintenance free.  A one-stop system, and
available from merchants nationwide, Corotile comes
with a 15-year no-quibble guarantee. Fixing guides and
an online installation video are also available.  For further
information see your local Ariel stockist or view the
installation videos online at www.arielplastics.com.

Industrial Roofing Solutions from Easi-Dec
Easi-Dec, the working at height safety specialist, is eliminating the possibility of roof top accidents by
providing a range of safety solutions to those accessing fragile industrial roofs.  "With various weak

spots and uneven surfaces, industrial roofing is prone to being
fragile, making it an unsafe environment for workers” explains John
Jones, General Manager at Easi-Dec, a Kee Safety company.  “Easi-
Dec’s range of products ensures that it can provide a safety system
which is suitable for all requirements and simplify short duration
roof work.”  Easi-Dec’s range of roof access equipment includes
Board-Walk, a portable mesh walkway.  Running from the eaves to
ridge, the system spreads the weight across the support battens.
Roof-Walk is a fully guarded rolling platform, mounted on twin racks
to allow workers to move up and down the roof on a secure and level
surface.  Requiring no penetration, the structure is easy to assemble
and take down, and is possible to transport quickly to other parts of
the roof.  Valley-Walk is a lightweight mobile walking frame providing
safe access when working along valley gutters.  The outriggers are
filled with safety mesh and cushioned for comfort.  Visit www.easi-
dec.co.uk, call 01767 691812 or email info@easi-
dec.com. 

BBA’s Process Improvements

The Agrément Certificate process is renowned
as a robust and rigorous system of new
product evaluation. A new product is unlikely
to have an industry recognised British or
European standard against which it can be
measured and therefore BBA’s project
managers will develop a bespoke performance
criteria to demonstrate fitness for purpose.
This assessment process can take time -
however, the BBA now offers two ‘stepping
stones’ to full Agrément Approval: lA
Development Appraisal which identifies, in
detail, the data available and specific
requirements that the manufacturer is
required to demonstrate before being issued
with a certificate. l A Prototype Assessment
which actually conducts tests on product
samples. Both processes are quicker and
cheaper than full Agrément Approval providing
guidance on product viability and will count for
full Agrément Approval at a later stage.
Similarly, improvements have been made to
the throughput of Agrément Certificates -
minor text changes can be made without re-
issuing the whole certificate. BBA assessment
departments are more market focussed for
change including the Green Deal.  Six more
project managers and three trainees have been
recruited to better manage increased
assessment work.  The BBA has also invested
over £200k in test equipment.  Visit
www.bbacerts.co.uk or call 01923 665300.
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Ecotherm U-Value Calculator for Simple Specification
When it comes to thermal insulation, getting U-values right can be a tricky
business, especially if you are looking at different construction build ups.  As
part of its ongoing drive for fuss-free specification, EcoTherm has produced
a free, simple to use online U-value calculator, which provides an instant,
straightforward guide to the thickness of its products needed to meet U-
value requirements for roofs and walls.  Part of the EcoTherm Toolbox, the
U-value calculator has a unique ‘tweak tool’ to alter each element to achieve
the perfect solution.  The tool automatically calculates the right thickness of
EcoTherm insulation to reach the desired thermal performance.  An
interactive product selector is also available to quickly identify which
EcoTherm product is right for the job.  Register online at http://www.u-
value-calculator.co.uk/ for free use of all EcoTherm Toolbox tools.  The
calculations allow specifiers to clearly see the impact of changing individual
elements; whilst simple to follow instructions lead to the desired U-value,
and provide a guideline to which solutions will be best.  These indicative
calculations can then be submitted to EcoTherm’s Technical Team for a
certified calculation that can be presented to Building Control.  For free
technical advice on certified U-values and how to meet UK Building
Regulations contact technical@ecotherm.co.uk via email, or telephone the
Technical Team on 01702 520166.

Another Record-Breaking
SpeedDeck® Installation

SpeedDeck Building Systems Limited
supplied S&G Industrial Roofing with its
SpeedDeck® standing seam secret fix roofing
system, which is designed to offer a fast and
simple installation. With a roof area of
5,555m2, the SpeedDeck roof profile was
manufactured on-site at the eaves of the
building within three days and installed a
following six days later, demonstrating the
speediness in SpeedDeck.   Sean Partridge,
Senior Director of S&G Industrial Roofing
comments that if SpeedDeck was not available
and a ‘Zip Up’ standing seam roof profile had
been chosen instead: “A further three weeks of
installation would have been required
incurring further costs”.  When comparing the
two different types of systems, Sean
continues: “The benefits of the SpeedDeck®
metal roofing system compared to ‘Zip Up’
standing seam systems are: less setting out;
less perimeter components; less time actually
installing the product; no time consuming
zipping of the seams so once the sheet is
landed it is just locked into position, whereas
if being zipped you have to wait for the zipping
machine to travel up and over the seam and
then back, this in turn incurs downtime on
labour and a slower installation.”
Visit www.speeddeck.com. Enquiry 35
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Belzona Help Local Fire Service
Meet Energy Targets

Long standing Belzona Authorised Contractor ARG
(Mansfield) Ltd recently assisted a local fire service
with achieving their environmental targets by
applying a flexible membrane system to some newly
installed solar panel timber base plates.  For over
13 years, ARG (Mansfield) Ltd have worked closely
with Belzona Polymerics Limited to provide expert
on-site application of Belzona products.  In March
2012, a local fire service commissioned a national
renewable energy company to supply and install a
rooftop solar energy system to the flat roofs of
several of its fire stations in the area.  These roofs
had been successfully coated in Belzona 3111
(Flexible Membrane) two years prior to this
application.  The fire service requested ARG
(Mansfield) Ltd to provide a specification for a liquid
applied weatherproof coating which could be
applied to the wooden fixings of the solar panels as
well as the existing roof system. This application
provided seamless encapsulation between the
brackets and existing flat roof to ensure moisture
could not penetrate into the wooden timber base
plates and also ensured the integrity of the previous
Belzona roofing application.  The fire service has
since expressed their satisfaction with the solution
and Belzona is delighted to assist the fire service
become more energy efficient and self-sufficient.

Three Cheers for Roof Safety

Safesite’s System 2000 roof edge protection system
has been installed at Harveys in Lewes to enable
safe access to the brewery’s roof for maintenance of
plant and equipment.  Regarded as a local icon,
Harveys was founded in 1780 and is the oldest
independent brewery in Sussex.  As with most
buildings, plant and equipment is housed on the
brewery’s roofs and regular access is required for
maintenance and repair.  Safesite’s System 2000
freestanding guardrail was the best solution as the
system’s flexibility meant that it could be designed
around two RSJs on the roof, in order to provide
continual edge protection.  System 2000 is installed
with rubber matting bonded to the underside of
components which come into contact with the room
membrane.  Pedestrian tiles have also been placed
where the base feet and counterweights are in
contact with the roof membrane for added
protection in warm weather.  The installation of
Safesite’s System 2000 ensures that a safe working
environment is provided for roof access and that
Harveys is compliant with regulations and provides a
physical form of protection when regular roof access
is required.  Safesite remains committed to ensuring
that work at height is carried out safely and offers
advice regarding compliance, CPD, and workplace
health and safety training.  Visit www.safesite.co.uk.

Free Fuel Card from Dieselink

Motherwell-based Dieselink is moving into larger offices to
accommodate continuing growth, with a special offer for its new
neighbours. Its fuel cards will be free to any Strathclyde Business
Park firm opening an account before the end of 2012. Dieselink’s
range of fuel cards are normally £12 each and enable fixed price
refuelling at, typically, 4p per litre below pump prices.  The 18
personnel moving from Orbiston Street to Bellshill in July will have
at least six new colleagues by the end of September. Dieselink
plans further growth next year. Claire Peacock, general manager,
said, “Saving £12 per vehicle immediately and then paying less for
fuel is just the start. A single weekly VAT-compliant invoice for all
refuelling is paid automatically by direct debit, so firms refuel now
and pay later, with no interest charge for the credit. They can
expect to pay up to 4p per litre less than pump prices - 10p less
on the motorway.”  The new address is: Dieselink Services,

Murdostoun House, Linnet Way, Strathclyde Business Park, Bellshill, North Lanarkshire ML4
3RA. The email address remains sales@dieselink.co.uk and the telephone number is unchanged:
0844 870 9581.

Cost-Effective Energy Efficiency with Knauf Insulation
Recognising the need for affordable, low-energy housing, self-builder
and low energy retrofitter, Andrew Gill, has undertaken an ambitious
project to prove that cost-effective refurbishment of existing housing
stock is viable.  Completely renovating a dilapidated terraced house
in Manchester, he turned to Knauf Insulation to supply extensive
insulation throughout the property.  Andrew, who has an MSc in
Architecture, used Knauf Insulation’s ThermoShell® Internal Wall
Insulation System (IWI) at a thickness of 65mm to upgrade the
thermal efficiency of the solid walls and accommodate any wall
imperfections, fixings for fittings.  The ThermoShell IWI system also
minimised air movement and reduced air leakage – a key
consideration for Andrew and his goal of achieving maximum air
tightness.  As well as the IWI system, Andrew installed Knauf
Insulation’s highly versatile Earthwool Loft Roll and Knauf Drywalls,
Thermal Laminate Plus along the party walls at the junction with the exterior walls, and around
the window and door reveals, to further minimize cold bridging.  Andrew has conducted
analytical modelling of the property, which suggests an energy reduction of 62% and 57% carbon
reduction.  Andrew has been blogging throughout the project and has amassed a wealth of useful
information on his website: www.sites.google.com/site/lowerenergyterracedhouse. 
For more information please visit www.knaufinsulation.co.uk.
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New Face for Marley Alutec Sales Team
Marley Alutec is pleased to announce the appointment of John Taylor
as Area Sales Manager for North West and North East England.  As
the market leader for aluminium rainwater systems, Marley Alutec is
at the forefront of product development and John will be tasked with
maximising sales of the company’s innovative rainwater, composite
aluminium soffit and fascia and outlet systems.  In particular, John
will concentrate on developing Marley Alutec’s presence in the
northern regions, with a focus on strengthening relationships with
merchants and specifiers in the area.  John brings with him 40 years
of experience within the construction industry, having worked in a
number of sales roles for leading suppliers, as well as spending time
as a building and site surveyor in South Africa.  “I am looking forward
to taking on the challenge of developing the business in what is a new
regional area for me,” he commented.  “I will also be concentrating on consolidating and further
extending the relationships I have already built up with merchants and specifiers over the years
and am confident that this will help bring success in winning new business for Marley Alutec.”
For more information please visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk. Enquiry 41

Boise Cascade BCI® Joists Hit the Roof at Welsh School Projects
Boise’s BCI® Joists have been used by Welsh engineered
timber specialist, Fforest Timber Engineering, to
manufacture prefabricated roof cassettes for five new
primary school buildings.  The five projects – four in
Powys and one at Caldicot in Monmouthshire – are being
built by contractor, Willmott Dixon, as part of its “Welsh
21st Century Schools” framework agreement to upgrade
existing facilities.  The new schools will feature roofs
comprising off-site manufactured timber cassettes made
by Swansea-based, Fforest Timber Engineering. The
cassettes comprise Boise’s engineered timber BCI-
Joists® sandwiched between inner and outer skins of
18mm oriented strand board (OSB).  Vapour barriers,
fire protection and thermal insulation are also built into the cassettes, which are bespoke
designed and delivered just-in-time for Willmott Dixon to lift into position on-site.  The roofs of
the single-storey buildings are all pitched and span up to 8m. “The client wanted the ceilings to
follow the line of the roof and give plenty of space and light inside the building” says Paul
Chapman, General Manager of Fforest Timber Engineering.  Says Paul: “We were able to push
the design boundaries and provide a materially cost-effective package that also helped speed up
progress on site.”  Call 01691 770530 or visit www.BC.com/eu. Enquiry 44
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Werner Ladders Get Sales and
Marketing Boost
The Werner ladder and stepladder range first
introduced into the UK last year is set to get some
serious support.  Already finding favour with trade
and professional customers, Werner has appointed
Simon Wood as its first UK sales manager and
Rachael Eagles as its first dedicated marketing
executive.  Wood, 35, joins the Belper-based
company from Rocol Site Safety where he was UK
sales manager responsible for site safety solutions.
He brings to Werner a wealth of sales experience
and he prides himself on the long term relationships
and close rapport he enjoys with his customers.
Also joining the Werner team is Rachael Eagles, who

brings with her an in depth knowledge of ladders and the UK ladder market.
Rachael moves from Abru - acquired by Werner in April 2010 - to provide
marketing and communications support to the Werner brand.  With over 110
products in the range to choose from, the Werner line up comprises
stepladders, combination ladders, loft ladders, extension ladders, roof
ladders and work platforms.  Importantly for the safety conscious UK market,
it also boasts the unique Lock-In System™ that accepts a range of
accessories designed to boost safety and productivity when
working at height.

Knauf Insulation’s Earthwool® Enhances Devon
Community

A charity that provides
r e s i d e n t i a l
accommodation and
support in a
c o m m u n i t y
environment for people
with learning
difficulties has received
a donation of help in
kind from leading

insulation manufacturer, Knauf Insulation, as it attempts to improve both
the residents’ comfort levels, and the environmental footprint of its
facilities.  Knauf Insulation was approached by a Trustee of the Camphill
Devon Community, in Buckfastleigh on the edge of Dartmoor, seeking
support for its energy improvement programme. To complete the project 8
pallets, or nearly 100 rolls of Knauf Insulation’s environmentally friendly
Earthwool® loft insulation was delivered.  Mike Hobbs, Trustee of the
Camphill Devon Community, comments: “A recent survey highlighted the
inadequacy of the roof insulation across all the properties. I approached
Knauf Insulation – as a manufacturer of eco-friendly products - to ask the
company to supply insulation.  “Most of the houses and a few of the
workshops had some roof insulation, but only up to 100mm. We are a
charity, which works on a principle of green, eco-friendly methods. The
installation of Knauf Insulation’s Earthwool loft insulation will improve the
thermal efficiency and comfort of these properties. We are very grateful to
Knauf Insulation for its support.”  For more information visit
www.knaufinsulation.co.uk.
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Norbord’s Caberdek for Prestige New-Builds 
Norbord’s market-leading
Caberdek system has been used
in the construction of four, high-
quality detached houses in rural
Warwickshire.  The properties, in
the village of Fulready near
Stratford on Avon, are
craftsman-built using reclaimed
Warwickshire brick with clay
tiled roofs.  Unlike traditional
houses, these four properties

have modern CAD-designed timber roof and floor structures manufactured
offsite by Pasquill, one of the largest UK timber engineering companies.
Pasquill was able to design the roofs to include extra living space using
special room-in-the-roof trusses.  The floors were created with Norbord’s
Caberdek tongue-and-grooved boards. Made of moisture-resistant P5
particleboard and finished with a waterproof and abrasion-resistant peel-
clean film, Caberdek is the ideal choice for suspended timber floors, the
protective film remaining in place until following trades have finished.
Once the room is decorated, the film can be peeled off to expose the clean
dry particleboard ready to receive the desired floor finish.  Caberdek is also
ideal for use where the floor is to be laid before the roof is completed. With
the tongue-and-groove joints protected with Norbord’s special tape, a
Caberdek floor can be exposed to the elements for up to 42 days.  For
Norbord, please call 01786 819 225 or visit www.norbord.co.uk. For
Pasquill’s engineered timber solutions, visit www.pasquill.co.uk. 
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Events for the roofing industry 

19-22 September 2012

100% Detail 
Innovative Building Solutions Exhibition. All aspects of building

design and product innovation. Debates and workshops.

Earls Court, London www.100percentdesign.co.uk

25-26 September 2012

Timber Expo
For all involved in timber sector.

2011: 4,100 visitors

Ricoh Arena, Coventry www. timber-expo.co.uk

2-4 October 2012

Solar Power Uk
B2B event for UK solar industry.

Exhibition and seminar programme.

2011: 3,600 visitors, 150 exhibitors

NEC, Birmingham www.solarpowerukevents.org

30 October - 1 November 2012

Retro Expo
With BRE and DECC. Green Deal Summit, Retrofit Buyer Forum,

Exhibition and Seminar Programme

NEC, Birmingham www.retro-expo.co.uk

4 December 2012

National Insulation Association Conference
Industry, member-only event.

300 delegates

Hilton Metropole Hotel, Birmingham

www.nationalinsulationassociation.org.uk

5-7 March 2013

Ecobuild
Biggest UK construction event. Exhibitions, seminars, debates.

2012: 57,000 visitors, 1,500 exhibitors

Excel Centre, London www.ecobuild.co.uk

21-24 March 2013

The National Homebuilding and Renovating Show
Consumer facing self-building show with advice and demos.

2011: 17,000 visitors, 500 exhibitors

NEC, Birmingham www.homebuildingshow.co.uk

1-2 May 2013

Roofex
Newly launched, dedicated roofing industry event. 

Exhibition, demos, workshops.

Ricoh Arena, Coventry www.roofingshow.co.uk

8-9 May 2013

Greenbuild Expo
Sustainable building solutions, seminar programme, practical

advice and training sessions.

2012 4,000 visitors, 250 exhibitors

Manchester Central, Manchester www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk
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